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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In making a comparison of the nature treatment of 

Homer, Horace, and Vergil with that of · ordsworth, Coleridge, 

Shelley, Keats, and Byron, it is necessary to examine the 

term, Mature. We must consider whether in days of old the 

same elements were embraced in this term which we of modern 

times include. Did it connote to the ancient Greek and to 

the Roman of the Augustan Age what it did to the Romantic 

poet of the early nineteenth century? If it did not, what 

changes in meaning have come in the twenty-seven hundred 

years, and wh at has caused these changes? 

To our very remote ancestors, Nature was a force to be 

wrestled with; a force which grudgingly gave · to man his sus

tenance in return for prodi gious labor. It was not a kindly 

and beneficent force. It did not smile upon him. It did 

not delight to reward his efforts. The sullen earth pre

ferred to be sterile. The sun and the dog star delighted to 

burn up the response of earth to the tailings of the weary 

oxen and t heir masters. The desert winds were eager to 

parch t h em. The malignant floods poured their .torrents 

over the growing crops. They carried ~ith them both sheep 

and sheepfold. Icy ~inter sent the chill of death into all 

living things. The wanton hail beat the luscious grapes 

into the ground. To primitive man, the hand of Na ture 

seemed to be against him. 

-1-
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Eecause of this feeling , the early husbandman was 

continually propitiating an evil , hostile divinity . This 

force must be won over by sacrifices , bribes , and honors . 

No merchant , no sailor would risk his life in travel or on 

the stormy sea until the will of divinity had been consulted 

under the auspices to determine whether the journey should 

be undertaken . Battles were not fought until a propiti ous 

day should arrive . 

In direct contra.st to this attitude is the attitude 

of the poet of the early nineteenth century . To him, 

Nature was kindly , generous , and companionate . A loving 

Father had endowed her with bounties for the welfare and 

happiness of his children . If man did not procure her 

responses to his efforts , it was his fault , not that of 

the provident Being manifesting himself through Nature . 

His God spoke to him not only through the lofty mountain 

and the turbulent sea, but also in the quiet wood beside 

the gently flowing river . 

This communion , this intimate companionship , this 

love could not be exper_ienced by the Greek and Roman who 

feared his gods . His divinities were a~thropomorphic 

beings with all the faults and failings of humanity , as 

well as all of its virtues , greatly exaggerated . They 

were jealous , envious , contentious , and unjust . They 

often masqueraded as men or animals . 

Lesser spirits inhabited the streams and haunted the 
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woods. Every :phase of 1Tature had its myth, and its pres-id- , 

ing deity. The very winds were pers onified. The thunderboli 

was the weapon of Jupiter. The stars were the seats of those 

born divine, or of men made immortal for great deeds. 



. 
CHAPTER II 

HO:MER 

The feeling toward Nature, especially as she manifested 

herself as a gracious, loving Power, did not change over

night. It is evident that the natural phenomena about him 

impressed Homer. He speaks of the ttwinecoloured" sea, 

"grape clustered" lands, "hateful 11 darkness, "wind-swept" 

Ilion, "leaf-topped" mountains, "sheep abounding" Orchomenus, 
< 

"rosy fingered II morning, the 11hoary 11 Sea, the "darkling" 
~ 

main, and many other phases of the land in which he lived. 

One reason for this absence of· the feeling which is 

expressed .by the Romantic poets, is the fact that the very 

themes of the Iliad and the Odyssey preclude its appearance. 

The center of interest is the story. The interjection of 

emotion a.roused by natural phenomena would detract from the 

epic. Too, the Greek was a restrained, controlled individ

ual. He always said exactly enough, but never a word too 

much. For that reason, the great works of Homer seem bare 

and stark at a casual reading. 

In the Iliad we have glimpses of winds, rivers, and 

mountains. There are occasional references to the sea. 

The Odyssey, being a story of Ulysses' wanderings over the 

deep, has more to do with the ocean. In the first book of 

the Iliad occurs this picture: "The wind streamed into the 

bosom of the sail, and as the vessel briskly ran, the dark 

-4-
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wave roared loudly around the keel; but she scudded through 

the wave, holding her way. 01 This passage is used to create 

a setting for the action which follows. 

At the end of the first book of the Iliad, in contrast 

to the furious action which characterises this epic for the 

most part, is this picture of rest: "But when the splendid 

light of the sun was sunk, they retired to repose, each to 

his own home, where renovmed Vulcan, lame in both legs, with 

'' cunning skill had prepared a house for eac:1. But the 

Olympian Thunderer, Jove, went to his couch where he lay 

before, when sweet sleep ha.d come upon him. 112 

The ·earth, gracious after she is conquered, is des

cribed as "life-·giving", "fruitful", "fertile", "richly 

blooming", "bounteous". As Homer uses the same epithet 

many times when referring to the same object, these P?-ra.ses 

occur over and over in the Ili .d and the Odyssey. The sea 

is referred to as QQary, darkling, wine-coloured, QalmJ:.y 

f1Qwing, deeply moving, much resounding, teeming with 

fishes, misty, };!nfruitful, blue, and foam flecked. Other 

phases of Nature are treated in the same way. Homer is 

noted for his use of the descriptive adjective. 

How Homer felt toward rivers, is illustrated by the 

following prayer. Odysseus addresses his petition to the 

1
1he Iliad.L-.!; 477-83, Excelsior Translation. 

2The Iliad, I, 609-11, Excelsior Translation. 
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presiding spirit of the stream, after he has been ship

wrecked, and almost deprived of life, He speaks thus: 

Hear me,whoever thou art, O king, for surely I need 
thee, 

Striving to flee from the sea and escape the wrath of 
Pose'idon. 

Even immortal Gods respect the plight of the man who 
Comes a s a wanderer to them, and asks for their succuor 

as I now, 
Broken- with many a toil, have come to thy stream for 

protection. 
Pity ~e -fhen, O king, thy suppli ant: proudly I claim 

it. 

To Homer, the divinity of thi s river was vague . He did 

not imagine that it had any previous knowledge of the plight 

of Ulysses , or any understanding of his needs until the hero 

explained them. · It felt no sympathy with him . It did not 

try to comfort . ·Ulysses makes it clear that oseidon is 

unfriendly. 

Sometimes Homer ives a description of the sea which 

might have "nfluenced Byron . In co.par· the armies of 

the Greeks to the ocean , these lines occur : "As when on 

the loud- resounding s1ore a wave of the sea is impelled in 

continuous succession beneath the northwest wind which has 

set it in motion; at first , indeed , it raises itself aloft 

in the deep , but then dashes against the land , it roars 

mightily; and being swollen , it rises high around the pro 

jecting points , e,nd splits from it the foam of the sea : 

thus , then , the thick phalauxes of the Greeks moved in-

1 The Odyssey , V, Caulfield ' s Translation , :p . 86 . 
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cessantly on in battle . "l 

The nake has always been used y poets . Ver ·il ·and 

the Romanticists use it , as does Homer . In t~e following 

passage he enp oys it in developing a simile , a figure for 

which he is especially noted . He is explaining the actions 

of Paris ~hen Paris is confronted by 1Ienelaus: "As w en 

anyone having seen a serpent in the thickets of a mountain , 

has started back, and tremor has seized his limbs under him, 

and he has retired backi:ards , and paleness seized his cheeks . 

Thus god- like Alexander shrank bacr into the band of the 

haughty Trojans , dreading the son of treus . 11 2 

As ·well as making use of the l:ong simile , Homer often 

expresses the figure in a word or two . The son of Hector 

is likened to a "beauteous star" . It seems strange that 

Keats , a very great admirer of Homer , employs the simile 

very little , but is noted for his use of the metaphor. 

The Iliad has this brief but lovely description of a 

sunrise: "Then , indeed , the sun freshly struck the field 

(with its rays) ascending the heavens from the calmly flow-

3 ing ocean . " 

There i s no comment upon how this scene affected the 

warriors upon the battle field of Troy . 7/e are given no 

rea,son to feel" that the outcome of the day ;vould have been 

1The IliadL IV, Excelsior Translation , p . ?3 . 

2The Iliad , III , Excelsior Translation , p . 48 . 

3The Iliad , Excelsior Translation , p . 113 . 
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different had it been raining . On the other hand , Words 

vorth , or Shelley, or Coleridge could not have refrained 

from explaining how the glory of a bright morning had 

· entered either into his 0°n soul or that of his character . 

At times , the comparisons of Homer seem rather incon

gr 10us . The death of a Trojan hero is thus expressed: "As 

a poppy which , in the garden is ·eighed dorm with fruit and 

vernal shovers , droops its head to one side , so did his head 

incline aside , depressed by the helmet . 11 1 -No Romanticist 

would have had a more peculiar figure , even though his 

school is charged with a delight in the gruesome . 

For sheer beauty , unedorned and briefly expressed , 

these lines have .few equals : 

Her Olympian home , where , they say , the gods have their 
d~elling , 

Fixed and secure forever; and never by storms is it 
shaken , 

Nor by shower bedewed , nor ever does snow come near it : 
Changeless it stands , and bathed in the luminous ether 

of heaven, 
Clear and with~ut a cloud, in pure white radiance 

gleaming . 

In examining the nature treatment of Homer , we find 

that he is brief and direct . He either uses a figure , and 

that not a very long one , _or he treats of actual scenes , 

clearly observed , and free from any glamor thro n over them 

by his own emotional reaction . The scenery is introduced 

because it was there , not as it provided a means for Homer 

1The IliadL VIII , Excelsior Translation , p . 139 . 
t:, 

,GThe odyss~y, ~, Cau1rield ' s Translation , p . 90 • 

' 
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to reveal himself through it , or dra any lesson from it . 

He enjoys it as beautiful , but it does not speak to h im or 

comfort him. He does not derive pleasure from recollected 

scenes . It is not referred to as his best teacher . 

Although scant , his descriptions are honest . ~re feel 

that the things recorded ould have appeared the same way 

to us . 



CHAPTER III 

VERGIL 

After a consideration of Homer as a nature poet , we 

turn to Vergil , his great literary offspring. These to 

poets , separated by eight hundred years , have much in com

mon . Each is the greatest poet of his o~n land . Each had 

similar themes . Vergil is often accused of lack of origin

ality and plagiarism by students of Greek literature . ~omer 

is much more elemental in his treatment of all topics . His 

ork is unadorned . It is plain and honest . 

On the other hand , Vergil s1ows the influence of his 

heritage of both Greek and Roman culture . He was a great 

student and an intense admirer of Homer . He desired to 

write for his o~n eople such an epic as Homer had ritten 

for Greece . Vergil is a great story teller , a -reat drn a

tist , a great philocopher , a ,reat artist , a great psycho

logist , and a reat patriot . He rieved over the decadence 

of the home, and the corru t life he a at Ro.r:..e . 

In Vergil ' s day , the old eligion , 111hi ch its elf ha.d 

been greatly influenced by th t of Greece , had given ay . 

viany e c ted -qo ans followed the Grecian sc ol of 

philosophy . Phases of n~ture ha cea ed to be deities 

w1 t in t 1.emselv es , ut c.. becoMe sources .of communication 

and of ~arning to mankind . A one pers on expres 0 e~ it , 

'Th conflict et¥een science an religi n ~ ~lrea y 

-10-
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at of Juno to1ard t e T jan 

is clearly impressed upon us by the vivid picture of the 

storm which overtook tl e Trojans as they were wandering 

over the seas, just before they are shipwrecked upon the 

Lybian coast. There are few descriptions in all literature 

more powerful than this: 

"When he (Aeolus, king of the winds) had said these 

words, he struck the side of the hollow mountain with his 

reversed spear, and the winds, just as if they had made a 

battle line, wherever gates were given them, rushed forth 

and lashed the earth with their hurricane. Together the 

East wind the South wind , and the swift Southwest wind 

teeming with whirlwinds swooped down upon the sea, over

turning it from its lowest depths, and rolling up huge 

floods toward the shores; the clamor of t1e men followed, 

and the clangor of the rigging. Suddenly, clouds snatched 

away the sky and the day from the eyes of the Trojans; 

black night overuhelmed the deep. The vaults of heaven 

resounded and the air gleamed '\Yi th the swift flashes. All 
2 

things portended to the heroes present death ." 

Very skillfully wind, thick cloud, air , sea, and sky 

have been used. The poet shows himself as being very ob-

1 school Review, 17:178-188. "Nature in the Aeneid", 
:Maud E. Remington. 

2Aeneid I, 80-91. 
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servant , a.nd very much in sympathy with the forces of 

Nature . Even yet he has more to say of the progress of 

the storm : 

'P.Vhile he (Aeneas) was pouring forth such words , a 

howling blast of the North rind str i kes the sail from the 

opposite side , and raises the waves to the stars . The oars 

are broken; then the prow turns away and gives the side of 

the ship to the billows . A headlong mountain of water falls 

upon it in a heap . These hang on the crest of the wave; the 

water yawning beneath them opens up the land between the 

floods . The tide rages upon the sands . Three ships the 

South wind shatters and twists upon the hidden rocks (The 

I tal ians call the rocks in the midst of the rra.ves Arae , a 

huge ridge on top of the sea, ) three the East vind pushes 

from the deep into the shRl o ·rs ci.nd upon the sa.:i.1ds (wretche~ 

sight) , a.nd carries them forward and binds them with a mound 

of sand . •t
1 

Vergil clearly projects himself into this scene . ~.re 
can feel this fact all the way through . It is especially 

evident from his exclamation , "wretched to see" . The winds 

seem sepa.rate entities , definite personalities . They are 

full of malice and hatred . They delight in their destruc 

tive work . They rejoice in their unusual freedom . ' men 

Neptune puts an end to their mad revel , he treats them as 

culprits , telling then that they must atone for the deeds 

1Aeneid I , 105- 12 . 
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which they have connnitted . Neptune himself , the god of the 

sea , is given a very definite character . His quiet counten

ance , his force , and his power are revealed . How quickly he 

banishes all traces of the storml n uicker than the word 

he soothes the swelling waters , puts to flight the gathered 

clouds , and leads back the sun . nl 

Vergil gives us a beautiful scene and a wonderful 

contrast when the shipwrecked Aeneadae , shattered and ex 

hausted , finally reach the shore . The spirit of the natural 

setting is in perfect keeping with the weariness and grati 

tude of the men . It is just such a spot as they would ask 

for if they were given a choice: "There is a place in a 

long recess . An ·island forms a harbor by the projection 

of its sides, upon v.hich all the water from the deep is 

broken and shatters itself into the receding bay . On this 

side and on that huge cliffs and twin torers of rock reach 

into the sky , under whose lofty heads far and wide the 

safe waters are silent . There is a background of gleaming 

woods , and a dark grove with its bristling shade . In 

front , on the opposite side under the overhanging cliffs , 

is a cave , within which are sweet waters , and seats of 

living rock , tho home of the nymphs . "2 

There is fully as much sympathy and understanding of 

the moods of Nature in Vergil ' s treatment of this peaceful 

1Aeneid I , 142- 3 . 

2Aeneid I , 159- 68 . 
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scene as there is in the description of the storm . In fnct , 

it would seem that a shy , retiring character, such as Vergil 

is known to have been, would , like Wordsworth , enjoy quiet 

waters and sunny slopes best . 

The very flowers seem to be sentient creatures to 

Vergil . \JV.hen Venus clasps her grandson , Ascanius , in her 

arms to hide him away , she takes him to the 0 groves of 

lofty Ida , ihere the gentle marjorum breathes upon him with 

sweet flowers , and embraces him with welcome shade . "l 

Wordsworth ' s blossoms would not have been more endowed 

with mentality and life . 

Vergil uses natural phenomena to foreshadow events 

which are to come . When Troy is about to be destroyed , 

the wrath of the gods tmrard that ill fated city is por 

tended by the snakes which come from Tenedos to devour 

Laocoon , the priest , and his sons . We also feel that 

Laocoon is very displeasing to the gods as their minister . 

The serpents , themselves , are vividly described: "Behold , 

twin serpents from Tenedos through the tranquil deep (I 

shudder to recall it) with huge coils lay upon the sea , 

and side by side held their way to the shore • . Their erect 

breasts and bloody crests in the midst of the waves towered 

above the waters . Their other parts lay behind them on the 

1Aeneid I , 692-4 . 
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surface of the flood , and they coiled their backs in huge 

folds . There grew a sound of foaming brine . Now they held 

the shore . Their glowing eyes were suffused with blood and 

fire , and they licked their hissing lips with their quiver 

ing tongues . "l 

Again, in the fifth book of the Aeneid , when the hero , 

Aeneas , vi sits the tomb of his father , there is mention of 

a serpent which glides peacefully about it : nFrom the 

depths of the grave a smooth , shining serpent trailed along 

seven spirals , seven volumes of great length, coiling peace -

fully around the tomb , and gliding between the altars . Dark 

green· flecks were upon its back ; its scales· were all ablaze 

w~ th spots· of golden lustre , even as the bow in the clouds 

showers a thousand various colours in the face of the sun . 02 

Here the snake has a good significance , as it seems to 

be the familiar spirit of Anchises , the father of Aeneas . 

The Trojans feel no horror when they behold it . This is in 

strong contrast to the presentment which all experience when 

the snakes come from Tenedos to devour Laocoon and his two 

small sons on the day before the destruction of Troy . 

There is a vivid description of a calm night when the 

Aeneidae stop on their jour ney to Italy at Geraunia : uThe 

sun rushes down , and the obscure mountains are embraced in 

dense shadows . After apportioning the positions of the 

1Aeneid I , 203 - 12 . 

2Aeneid V, 84- 9 . 
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oarsmen by lot , we stretch ourselves here and there on the 

longed for lap of earth at the water ' s edge , and care for 

our bodies on the dry shore; heavy sleep floods through 

our weary limbs . Not yet has Night driving the Hours 

entered the middle of the vault of heaven when the a~ert 

Palinurus arises from ·his couch to test all the winds and 

catch the breezes ~1th his ears . He notes all the stars 

gl ding in the silent sky , Arcturus and the rainy Hyades , 

and the twin Triones , and Orion armed rith gold . After he 

sees that all are standing in a calm sky , he gives a clear 

signal from the stern . e take our way , and give the sails 

to the winds . And nov Aurora grows rosy as the stars flee . 

We see in the distance the misty hills and low- lying Italy . nJ . 

In the third book there is a description of another 

night which seems full of warning and evil omen . We are not 

surprised to learn that the Trojans have unwittingly come 

to the home of the Cyclops where Ulysses and his companions 

had most unpleasant experiences . Th occurrences of the 

awful night are portrayed thus : nThere is a large harbor 

untouched by the approach of the winds ; out near it Aetna 

resounds from its awful ruins , and pours forth to the air 

a black cloud smoking with a blast of pitch . It raises 

balls of fire with glowing ashes and s·trikes the stars . 

I n . the meantime , belching , it heaves forth pieces of cliffs 

1 Aeneid III , 506-22 . 
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and the vitals of the mountain which have been torn away , 

and gathers together and hurls melted rocks with a groan 

into the -air , and seethes from its lowest depths . • • We , 

protected by the oods , endure that night awful omens , nor 

do we know the reason for the sights and sounds . For there 

are neither the lights of the stars nor the clear vault of 

heaven . There are clouds in the darkened sky, and stormy 

night holds the moon in a veil of mist . "1 

Vergil seems to enter into this scene and lose himself 

almost as much as Shelley does·in his 11 Cloud" , or 0 0de to 

·the West Wind" . 

One of the loveliest pictures of the Aeneid is given 

at the death of Dido . When the unhappy queen has committed 

suicide because of her love for Aeneas , her spirit cannot 

leave her body because she has not spent on earth the time 

alloted by the Fates . Her struggles and her mighty agony 

are awful as she endeavors to br ak the thread of life . 

Juno , seeing the intense suffering of her favorite , sends 

Iris in pity to release the tortured soul . These words 

give a beautiful contrast of light to the darkness rithin: 

"Iris glides do 1m from the sky on her saffron wings , dew 

sprinkled, trailing a thousand colours from the face of 

the sun, and alights above her (Dido ' s) head . n2 

1Aeneid III , 570-77; 583 - 87 . 

2Aeneid IV, 700-702 . 
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J ust as 1omer r-ho-s great parti ality t o the simi le , 

u s in i t many t i mes i n l i kening some objects t o .1.{ature , 

Vergil , too , makes extensive use of it . He elaborated it 

much more than does Homer , almost too much at times . He 

seems to interrupt his story . One simile which is very 

beautifully developed is used -in describing the bo a t r a ce 

in the fifth book : "Like as a dove , suddenly startled in 

her cave , where in the hollo r of the rock is her home and 

her loved nestlings, issues out to fly over the plain , 

clapping loud her pinions in terror -- then gliding smoothly 

thr ough the tranquil air she winnow her way without a motion 

of her rapid wings - ~so with Mnestheus , so the shark , flying 

of herself , cuts through the l2st water of the course and 

the mere impulse bears her speeding on . 11 1 

In the journey of Aeneas to the underworld to vis i t 

Anchises , there is very unusual description . The poet uses 

his fancy , giving us his idea of what the surroundings of 

the souls of the departed are . One description is especial

l y worthy of note , because in the explanation which Anchises 

gives of it to Aeneas , we probably have Vergil ' s own belief : 

"M:eantime in a secluded vale Aenea s sees a grove ·with brakes 

and rustling woods , and the river Lethe , which floats by 

these abodes of peace . Round it were flying races and tribes 

1Aeneid V. 213- 17 . 
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untold : even as in the meadow when bees in calm summertide 

settle on flower after flower , and stream over the milk whit 

lilies , the humming fills the plain . Startled at the sudden 

sight , Aeneas wonderingly asks what it means , what are those 

waters in the distance , or who are the men that are throng

ing the banks in crowds so vast . Anchises replies : ' They 

are spirits to whom Dentiny has promised new bodies , there 

at the side of· Lethe ' s water , drinking the wave of forget 

fulness , and the long draught of oblivion ••• Heaven and 

earth , and the watery plains , and the Moon ' s lucid ball , and 

Titan ' s starry fires are kept alive by a spirit within : a 

mind pervading each limb stirs the whole frame and mingles 

with the mighty mass . Hence spring the races of men and 

beasts , living things with wings , and the strange forms of 

Ocean ••• These particles have a fiery glow, a heavenly 

nature , struggling against the clogs of corrupting flesh , 

the dullness of limbs of clay , and bodies ready to die . 

Hence come their fears and lusts , their joys and griefs ; 

nor can they discern the heavenly light , prisoned as they 

are in night and blind dungeon walls .' 111 

No doubt it is this passage which causes Tennyson to 

say in his poem 11 To Vergil" : "Thou that seest Universal 

Ua.ture moved by Universal Mind . " 

In The Prelude of Wordsworth we have a similar thought: 

1Aeneid VI , 703- 715; ?18 - 732 . 
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tt :visdom and Spirit of the Uni verse! 

That Soul that art the eternity of thought, 

That givest to forms and images a breath 

And everla.sti:ng motion. 111 

r 

It is quite evident that Wordsworth and Vergil would 

have agreed concerning 11 the Spirit that pervades all things.' 

In his Eclogues, Vergil's themes are light. He often 

gives us much sheer beauty, though his settings are arti

ficial, as they imitate The Idylls of Theocritus. They are 

never stiff, but altogether charming. We feel that every

thing could have been just as he describes it, in the days 

of long ago. The themes are simple, often of contests ~be

tween musicians in sylvan settings. :Many delicate flowers 

and lovely colours are mentioned. In Eclogue two, Corydon, 

the shepherd, entreats Alexis in these words: "Come to me, 

loveliest boy--Behold for you the nymphs are bringing bas

kets of lilies. For you the fair maid pluckes yellow vio

lets and poppy heads, putting them with narcissi and fennel 

flowers, twining them with casia and other pleasant plants, 

· and picking the delicate hyacinth with the yellow marigold! 

I will g~ther you quinces with their soft, white down, and 

chestnuts, ••• and put in waxen plums in your honour. You 

too, ye bays, and you, myrtle, • • • making a uni on of 

fragrance. 112 

1 Yordsworth The Prelude, I, 401-4. 

2Eclogu~, 45-55. 
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Although there is not the emotion from a recollected 

scene expressed here, the calm and the beauty of the flowers 

reminds one of Wordsworth. 

In the ninth eclogue, Mo eris exclaims: "Hither to me 

Galateal Why , what sport can there be in water? Here are 

the glorious hues of spring, here is the ground pouring 

forth flowers of all dyes on the river bank , here is the 

fair , white poplar sloping over the cave , weaving a bower 

of shelter . Hither to me , and let the mad waves beat the 

shore as they wil1 . 111 

The following selection shows well the sympathy of 

Nature for the moods of man . No poet of the period of R?

manticism could express this feeling more deeply than these 

words: "~.lhat forests, wh at lawns were your ' abode, 'tirgin 

nymphs of the mountains , when Gallus was wast ing aNay under 

an unworthv love? It was not the ridges of Parnassus or of 

Pindus that kept you there; no , nor Aeonian Aganippe . Yet , 

over him as he lay under the lonely rock, even the pine 

crowned head of Maenalius shed a tear , and the dull stones 

of cold Lycaeus . There , too , standing about him are his 

sheep . They are not ashamed of humanity, nor of thy flocks , 

heavenly poet that thou art . Even the beautiful Adonis once 

fed sheep by water . 112 

1 Eclogue IX, 39 - 43 . 
2 
Eclogue X, 9- 1? . 
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In these selections from the Eclogues we have examples 

of the attention given to trees, flowers, especially their 

expressed and implied colors, and the herds. 

To one who is familiar with the Aeneid and the ~Eclogues, 

a first reading of the Georgics is a distinct surprise. 

The subject matter seems very prosaic. We do not expect 

one who writes the stirring epic of the Roman race, a 

beautifully finished poem with its height of emotion and 

its rich, vivid description, to treat of tilling the soil 

and give the best method of raising bees. re wonder who 

could criticise Wordsworth for being tiresome in the Pre

~de, and for using subject matter unfit for poetry, after . 
reading the Georgics. He certainly had precedent for choos

ing lowly themes. 

However, when a study of Vergil's life is made, we 

discover that he wrote the Georgics to awaken a love for 

life in the country. He thought that the evils which he 

feared would destroy his nation and which were very preva

lent in Rome, could be eradicated by a return to Nature. 

He believed, like the Romantic poets, that in his efforts 

to improve upon Nature , man had spoiled her and himself. 

He speaks of the goodness in former days, and the nobility 

of life lived close to the soil. 

The opening lines of the first book give a survey of 

the field Vergil covers in the ~orgies: n~vhat makes a 

cornfield smile; what star suits best the turning up of 
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the soil , and the marry i ng of the vine to the elm; what care 

oxen need; what is the method of breeding ca.ttle , and v;hat 

weight of men ' s experience preserves the frugal commonwealth 
1 of bees; such is the song I now undertake . " 

A little later we have this unusual mingling of the 

commonplace and the poetic: "In the dawn .of spring , y;hen 

icy streams trickle down from the hoar mountain , 8.nd the 

crumbling clod breaks its chai s nt the touch of the ".7est 

~ind , then rould I see the plow driven deep till t~e bull 

groans again , and "tl:e sha.re rubbed in the furro 7 till it 

shines ••• Before , however , our share breaks t e crust 

of an unkno1n soil , our care should be to understand the 

winds , and t.e divers humours of the sky , a.nd the tradition

al c lture and habitude of the land; what each clime pro

duces and ~hat each disowns . Here , you see corn crops; 

there , grapes have kindlier grorth . Other spots are green 

with the young of trees , and grass that comes unbidden . 112 

The first Georgie ends with a discussion of signs of 

the weather . Many of our own adages concerning it might 

vell date from this Georbic . Vergil thus discusses sunrise 

and sunset: "Again , when at daybreak his (the sun's) rays 

come shivered and scattered through a thick mass of cloud , 

or ffhen urora rises pale from the saffron couch of Tithonus 

1 - . ~ Georgie I, 1-v . 

2Georgic I, 43-6; 50-3 . 
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alas, the vine branch on that day will be but a poor pro 

tection to your ripe grapes , so pelting are the spokes of 

hail that bound and crackle on your roof . This warning , 

too , it will serve you to bear in mind, when he has finished 

his course , and is quitting the sky; for then we often see 

various hues wandering over his countena.nce: the dusky 

portend rain; the fiery red , east winds , but if dark s)ots 

and red fire begin to blend , there you will see the whole 

firmament in one fierce turmoil of wind and storm cloud . 11 1 

The second book of the Georgics has to do with the 

culture of . trees, vines , and field crops . It explains how 

to find the best soil for ea.ch product , when to plant it , 

and hov to care for it . At the end of this selection , 

Vergil te_ls how every sea.son is busy for the farmer . He 

stops for a bit of philosophy and expresses a ":lordsworthian 

note when he thus exclaims: "Oh, happy beyond human hap

piness , had they but a sense of t.neir blessings , the husband 

men for whom of herself , far away from the sound of arms , 

Earth , that gives all their due , pours out of her soil 

plenteous sustenance . ,.1.hat if they have not a lofty palace 

vith proud gates disgorging from every room a vast tide of 

morning visitors; if they have not doors inlaid with tor 

toise shell to gloat over, a.nd tapestry with fancy work of 
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gold , and bronze of Epira; if their white wool is not stained 

by Assyrian drugs , or the service of their clear oils spoiled 

by the bark of casia; still they have repose without care , 

and a life here fraud and pretence are unknown , with stores 

of manifest weal th . They have the liberty of wood domains , 

grottos and natural lakes , cool , Tempe- like valleys , and the 

lowing of oxen . Luxurious slumbers in the shade are theirs 

at call . There are lawns , and dens where wild beasts hide , 

and youth strong to labor and innured to scanty fare . Here , 

too , are religion and reverend elders ; among them it was 

that Justice left the last print of her foot when she with-
1 

drew from earth ." 

This passa e illustrates Vergil ' s belief in the bless

ing of living close to ature and pur suing the tasks of

peace . Earth is a.l ays just , a d pays the laborer exactly 

in proportion to the amount of labor he expends . He sho rs 

that he believes good morals linger longest among the cou try 

folk , as Justice staid ith them the longest . A natural 

environment is the place for man ' s moral nature to thrive . 

It is evident that Vergil feels , just as ~ords orth did, 

that he is using unusual themes for poetr . He gives us 

something of the pleasure he feels in his new development 

in these ords: 11 There is a rapturous charm that whirls me 

along over the lonely steeps of Parnassus- a joy surmounting 

1 Georgic II, 458- 70 . 
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heights here no former /llheel has 'torn a way , no easy slope 

leads down to a Castilean spring . 01 

In the fourth Georgie , Vergil introduces the story of 

an old man . He makes one think of the old en of Words~orth 

These words are in the form of a reminiscence: "I remem er 

ho once , under the shadow of OEbolia ' lofty to ers , here 

dark Gelaesus bathes the yellow fields , I aw an old man of 

Carcyrus , who had a few acres of unap_ropriated land , soil 

~ith n6 productiveness for b llocks , no fitness for cattle , 

no friendliness fo-r the, ine god . Yet he , while :plantin 

pot-herbs thinly a aong the bo kage , and around the· ·rhi te 

lilies , vervain , and scant poppies , had a heart that matched 

kings . And often -rhen he cru..1.e home at night , he i11ould pile 

his table high ,vith unmatched viands . None zo early as he 

to luck the rose in sprin · and the a_ple i autumn • . en 

7inter in its bitterest mood wa still splitting the very 

roe .s ·ith frost , and binding with ice the rush of ~ater , 

he vas already gathering the delicate flo ers of t1e hya

cinth, ~vi th many a gibe at the l ate summer and the loiter

ing zephyrs . 112 

Such a passage as this would bring out the richness, 

the freedom from worry of a life in the country, especially 

the life of the thrifty husbandman. It shows a genuine 

1georgic III, 291- 4 . 

2Georgi c III, 126-38. 
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understanding of rural conditions, not just of those which 

are external, but of those showing real peace and happy 

living. 

In the Georgics as in the Aeneid , Vergil outlines for 

us his conception of God , from whom all things are sprung , 

and to whom all living things return . He expresses himself 

in this way: "The Deity , they tell us , pervades all , earth 

and the expanse of the sea, and the deep vault of heaven; 

from Him flocks , herds, men , wild beasts of every sort , each 

creRture at its birth draws the slender thread of life; 

further, to Him all things return , are restored c.,nd reduced - · 

deHth has no place among them . But they fly up alive to the 

ranks of the stars , e.nd tal:e their seats aloft in the sky . 111 

Vergil apparently believed as much as fordsworth that 

"The Soul that rises in us , our life's star; 

Hath elsewhere had its setting, 

And cometh from afar . u2 

El i zabeth Ni tchie in her article , "Vergil and Romanti 

cism" , has this to say of the Roman singer : 3 "A Thompson 

found a love of forest and field and mountain and stream 

that he himself loved; a Shelley reRd in the fourth ~clogue 

a promise that 

1g~gic IV, 220 - 7 . 

2·.iordsworth, Intimations of Immortality , 09 - 62 . 

3w. A. Hec1rd, quoted in The Poetical -vorks of .lilliam 
Wordsworth, edited by 'Im. Knight , London , Uacmillan & Co ., 
Ltd ., 1896, VI, 10- 11 . 
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The world ' s great age begins anew, 

The golden years return , 

The earth doth like a snake renew, 

Her winter ' s weeds outworn--

the prophecy of the millenium toward which he looked so 

eagerly; a Landor extolled the ' whirlwind of passion ' 

raised by Vergil on the African shores; a Wordsworth 

recognized his seriousness , his tenderness , his conception 

of the inevitable , and yet moral , order of the.world , his 

desire for purification , his sadness , and yet complete 

freedom fr·om unmanliness , his love of nature and belief in 

the sympathy of nature with man ', his ovm conceptions and 

beliefs . 111 

Thus we see that the Romanticists a.swell as the Neo 

classicists claimed Vergil as their own . ffrom an examina

tion of the extracts quoted , we feel that the Nature poets 

have every right to their claim upon him, and that he was 

one with them in recognizing a pervading Spirit in the uni 

verse , manifesting itself through the phenomena of Nature . 

1Methodist Review, Nov ., 1930 . 



CHAPTER IV 

HORACE 

In making a study of Horace, the friend and contempor

ary of Vergil, we find a different personality. Many of his 

poems were written to entertain the nobles while they dined. 

Naturally, many light themes appear, as all must be pleased 

Horace divided . his time betwine Rome and his modest country 

estate, the gift of his friend and patron, :Maecenas. He, 

too, seems to feel that man has been contaminated by city 

life. His more.ls and his happiness would have far better 

opportunities to thrive in the country. Just as did Vergil, 

Horace felt the growing licentiousness about him. These 

stanzas bring this thought out very clearly: 

"Not youth sprung from such (immoral) parents as these 

dyed the sea with Punic blood, and slew Pyrrhus, mighty 

Antiochus, and the merciless Haumbal. But the sturdy off

spring of rustic soldiers, trained to turn the clods with 

the Sabellian mattock, and to carry up hewn lags at the 

command of a stern mother, when the Sun changed the shadows 

on the mountain and loosed the yokes of the wearied oxen, 

bringing the friendly time with his departing chariot. What 

does not this wicked day threaten? The age of our parents, 

worse than that of our grandparents, produced us, an off

spring still more depraved, soon to give to the world 

descendants of a type even lower." 1 

1odes of Horace, Bk. III, VI; 33-49. 
-29-
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We note in this selection that Horace expresses sym

pathy for the oxen . This same feeling is shown several time 

in the Odes . He seems to respect the humble creature which 

toils uncomplainly and faithfully , and rejoices when the 

patient plodder ' s work is done . 

Perhaps the most beautiful of all of Horace ' s odes is 

the one dedicated to the Fountain Baudusia. This is a love 

ly , rippling lyric , full of onomatopoetic expressions diffi 

cult to bring out in translation . The very sound of the 

whispering waters as they trickle over the rocks is splen

didly developed . Also , the fountain is deified : 

11 0 fountain _of Bandusia, cleerer than crystal , worthy 

of sweet wine and flowers , tomorrow you shall have the 

sacrifice of a goat whose forehead swelling with its first 

horns destines it to love and battle . In va.in : for the 

offspring of the wanton herd shall tinge with red blood 

your icy waters . The black hour of burning Canicula does 

not know how to touch you; you furnish pleasing coolness to 

the oxen wearied with the yoke , and to the wandering herd . 

You also shall become a famous fountain when I tell of the 

ilex growing out of your hollow rocks, from whence yoµr 

babbling waters leap down . 111 

As well as giving a beautiful and medit tive t r 

l Odes of Horace , Bk . III; XIII . 
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of the fountain, this ode shows sympathy with the sacrific

ial goat and the hot-tired oxen. 

In another ode, Horace begs the protection of Faunus for 

his crops and herds, promising a sacrifice and a festal day 

in his honor. Divinity must be propitiated. These lines 

give :prophesy of the ·joyous occasion: "All the herd shall 

sport in the grassy field when the Nonnes of December return 

for you. The gay canton shall celebrate a holiday with the 

idle ox in the meadows. The wolf shall wander among the 

daring lambs. The woods shall S})rinkle their green le-aves 

upon you. The ditch digger shall rejoice to beat the hated 

earth in the dance. 01 

Horace portrays the sympathy of beast and wood with 

man's holiday. The most hun1ble toiler of all is spoken of 

understandingly~ 

The second epode of Horace , entitled "Country Joys", 

breathes forth the spirit of the author, and treats rural 

subjects almost as :prosaically as Ve'rgil: "Happy is the 

man who , far from business cares, just as was the early race 

of mortals, cultivates with his own oxen his a.ncestral acres, 

is free from the cares of money lending, and is not a soldier 

tossed in a cruel warship . He is one who shuns the forum and 

the haughty thresholds of influential citizens. He either 

marries the vine to the lofty poplar , or in a secluded nook 

looks after his wandering herds. He also trims off the 

1 odes of Hora.ceJ..__£k . III, XVIII; 9-16. 
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fruitless twigs with his pruning knife , and grafts in their 

stead better ones , or stores the pressed honey in clean 

jars , or shears the timid sheep . ';{hen above the fields 

autumn raises his hee.d Ddorned with the ripening fruit , how 

happy is the husbandman over the grafted pear , and the grape 

vieing ~ith purple . These rewards are yours , oh Priapus , 

and yours, oh father Sylvanus . 

"It is delightful to lie under the ancient ilex upon 

the soft gr2ss . The rivers glide smoothly along between 

high banks; the birds warble in the groves; and the leaves 

minc.;le their rustle with the murmur of water·s -- sounds which 

invite gentle sleep . . . fuo would not become forgetful of 

care and misfortune in the midst of such scenes? --But if a 

virtuous woman should share home and sweet children , such as 

a Sabine wife or one from Aquilla , burned by the scorching 

rays of the sun; one who would strew the hearth with dry 

twigs against the coming of her weary spouse; and one who 

would shut the contented sheep in the wattle work pens , and 

dry their distended udders , how happy he would be ! Such a 

wife would pour forth the sweet wine from the jar and pre

pare the frugal meal ••• How pleasant it is to see the P_B,s:

turing sheep in the midst of their feeding ! How leisurely 

they approach home ! How delightful it is to see the weary 

oxen dr gging the plow with languid necks; the home born 

slaves , and the freshly polished Lar es ! 111 

Lodes of Horace . 
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There is a tendency to indulge in reverie a.nd philoso

phy here, worthy of a Wordsworth . There is more sympathy 

with beasts than Wordsworth ever expressed . 

Horace never seems to feel emotion in recollected 

scenes . He enjoys Nature . He appreciates her benefits and 

her wholesomeness . lie he,s a very observant and critic al 

eye . As an Epicurean, he advises moderation in all things . 

This spirit is no doubt responsible for the philosophy of 

the epode quoted . 

Horace is always advising his friends to get pleasure 

from the present day , leaving the morrow with a wise god . 

This is illustr ted in the followine lines , which also use 

Nature in a strong figure : "A prudent god veils the outcome 

of future time in a cloudy night, and smiles if man fforries 

more than is right . Remember to care for the present calm

ly . Other things are born on as a river , now flowing peace

fully in mid stream into the Etruscan sea , now snatching 

worn rocks and whirling herds and homes with a great roaring 

of the mountain , when the wild deluge arouses the ouiet 

t ul s rerun . 

Horace is broa.d in his treatment of Mature . He deals 

with sheep , goats , cattle , lions , tigers , lynxes , foxes , 

wolves , boars , and horses . He mentions crows , ravens , 

doves , pigeons , wood peckers , owls , cranes , chickens , hawks , 

1 Odes of Horace , Bk . I11..,_XXIX; 29- 41 . 
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and eagles . His favorite flower seems to be the rose , 

though he mentions other blossoms . He a.ppeals almost 

equally to the senses of sight and sound . He is partial 

to green , crimson , purple and white . He uses sunshine 

and sh dow effectively . He gives equal attention to calm 

waters and raging cataracts . He seems very fond of cool 

springs and qui e t rivers , and of solitudes where the almost 

noiseless trickle of the waters is heard distinctly , "a 

soft inland murmur" , as Wordsworth would call it . 

Horace is forceful , brilliant . But he has not the 

tenderness _of Vergil , or the intense love of a. '.'fordsworth 

for the individual phases of Nature . 



CHAPTER V 

VlORDS. ORTH 

As time advanced, more was demanded of poetry than the 

early poets had conceived of. Some of the modern definitions 

of it are of interest. Shairp, in his Poetical Interpreta

tion of Nature, characterises it thus: ttPoetry is the 

emanation, the golden exhalation, the close and vivid 

meeting of the soul with the outer object . " The poet must 

have an accurate eye and the power to discern truly . He 

must also have sensibility to both the vast and the minute 

in natural phenomena . An upward look toward God is neces 

sary to understand the true harmony of Nature . 

Wordsworth defines Poetry as the spontaneous overflow 

of powerful feelings . He says that it arises from emotion 

recollected in tranquility . After this recollected emotion 

has been dwelt upon awhile , an emotion resembling closely 

the original feeling is produced . He feels that this is 

the necessary psychological atmosphere for the successful 

writing of poetry . 

Wordsworth brought the theory of recollected emotion 

produced by objects of Nature to perfection . The age of 

the Nee- Classicists , which i~ediately preceeded the Ro

mantic age , was as dry as dust . True emotion , they said , 

was unrefined . Nature and natural scenery were , in their 

estimation, crude , needing to be improved by man . The lily 

- 35-
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must be painted . Even the adjectives applied as epithets 

were artificial . The Neo - Classicist was accused of having 

a drawer with labelled compartments from which descriptive 

terms could be taken . The same term was always applied in 

the same situation . 

Pope and his imitators used no close and accurate ob

servation of Nature . City dwellers who hated the country 

added what they would consider "pretty" descriptions to 

their writing . 

Finally , a new note began to be sounded . A few poets 

began to rebell from Pope and his school . Gray, Blake , 

Collins , Thompson; Cowper , Beattie , and others began to 

describe Nature freshly . They were not ashamed to confess 

that they enjoyed her . They began to preach a doctrine 

that man had been spoiled by the artificial environment 

which he had created for himself . His redemption was to 

go to the country and live close to Nature . She was to 

be his guide . This influence came from Rousseau , "ho was 

revolutionizing theories of education . Young students 

incorporated this doctrine into their lives and literary 

productions . 

Finally , there came the outstanding figure of the new 

age . He ias a follower of Rousseau , and of a professor , 

William Godwin, who taught a similar philosophy . Vords -. 
worth develops much more fully the idea of James Thomson , 

who first rites of recollected nature in his "Seasons" . 
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He and his contemporaries , by an imaginative process , pro

ject themselves into the various manifestations of Nature 

and bring to us in a word , or in an inspired line , a glimpse 

into the inner life of things . We feel that for a moment 

he has penetrated the secret heart of Nature . This is the 

interpretative power of poetry . It is , in its best sense , 

the mediator between the soul of man and Nature . 

The reverence which Wordsworth felt for Nature had a 

deeply religious significance . His God was manifest in 

every clod and plant and animal . He felt himself to be 

a part of that great Whole . In his Prelude he gives ex-

pression to his belief in these iords : 

·· To every natural form , rock , fruit , or flower , 
Even the loose stones that cover the highway , 
I gave a moral life; I saw them feel , 
Or linked them to some feeling: the great mass 
Lay bedded in a quickening soul , and all 
That I beheld respired with inward meani~g . 1 ~ 

This quotation shows how the poet felt toward Nature 

in his youth , when he was a mere boy . The following extract 

from Tinturn Abbey reveals how this feeling persisted and 

developed : 

1 

For I have learned 
To look on Nature not as in the hour 
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing often times 
The still , sad music of humanity , 
Nor harsh nor grating , though of ample power 
To chasten and subdue , and I have felt 
A presence that disturbs me with the joy 
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused , 

The Prelude , Book III; 127- 32 . 
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Whose dwelling is the light of setting sun, 
And the round ocean, and the living air, 
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man: 
A motion and a spirit that impels 
All thinking things, all objects of all thought, 
And rolls through all things."l 

From Tinturn Abbey, also, we have a very clear ex

pression of Wordsworth's feeling that Nature is a guide, 

a teacher, and a source of comfort: 

Nature never did betray 
The heart that loved her; 'tis her privilege, 
Through all the years of this our life, to lead 
From joy to joy: for she can so inform 
The mind that is within us, so impress 
With quietness and beauty, and so feed 
With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongues, 
Rash judgments, nor the sneers of selfish men~ 
For greetings where no kindness is, nor all 
The dreary intercourse of daily life, 
Shall e'er prevail against us, or disturb 
Our cheerful faith, that all vhich we behold 
Is full of blessings."2 

The poet continues to explain the joy of a love for 

Nature, showing how recollections of happy serenes may com

fort, in these lines: 

1 

Therefore let the moon 
Shine on thee in thy solitary walk; 
And let the misty mountain-winds be free 
To blo~ against thee: and, in after years 
When these wild ecstacies shall be matured 
Into a sober pleasure; where thy mind 
Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms, 
Thy memory be a dwelling place 
For all ·sweet sounds and harmonies. 

Tinturn Abbey, 88-102. 

2Tinturn Abbey, 122-34. 



Oh, then, 
If solitude, or fear, or pain, or grief 
Should be thy portion, with what healing thoughts 
Of tender joy wilt thou remember me, 
And these my exhortations.l 

Wordsworth believes that Nature is kindly and generous 

toward all. Good is to be found in everything because a 

spirit is in everything: 

'Tis Nature's law 
That none, the meanest of created things, 
Of forms created the most vile anci brute, 
The dullest or most noxious, should exist 
Divorced from good--a spirit and pulse of good 
A life, a soul, to every mode of being 
ln~eparably linked.2 

Wordsworth feels that Nature is the source of inspir

ation to a genius. She tempers his feelings, soothing and 

stimulating him in turn: 

From Nature doth emotion come; and moods 
Of calmness equally are Nature's gift: 
This is her glory; these two attributes 
Are sister horns that constitute her strength. 
Hence Genius, born to thrive by interohange 
Of peaoe and excitation, finds in her 
His best and purest friend; from her receives 
That energy by whioh he seeks the truth 
From her that happy stillness of the wind 
Which fits him to receive it when unsought.3 

In another passage he tells us how a sunset in his 

native hills released his thoughts in a flo of language, 

as he watched the lovely r&3s play over th hills. Their 

1Tinturn Abbey, 134-146. 

2Tinturn Abbey, 73-84. 

3 The Prelude, Bk. XIII; l-10. 
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purity, their transcendent beauty fills his heart so full 

that it overflows in a •pure stream of words•. 

Perhaps no expression of Wordsworth's ken delight, 

his very eostaoy in Nature's manifestations, is clearer 

than this: 

Ky heart leaps up when I behold 
A rainbow in the sky: 
So was it when my life began; 
So is it now I am a man; 
So be it when I shall grow old, 
Or let me dietl 

ordsworth's great experiences are linked with Nature. 

She speaks to him, comforting, soothing, and inspiring 

him. He describes an early morning soene when he felt the 

definite oall to be a poet. He notes all the aspects of 

Nature in the lovely dawn, the smiling sea, the shining 

mountains, the bright clouds, the fields glistening with 

dew, the melody of the birds, and the laborers going to 

the fields. He describes his emotional response in these 

words: 

Ah, need I say, dear friendl that to the brim 
My heart was full; I made no vows, but vows 
Were made for me; and unknown to me 

as given, that I should be, else sinning greatly, 
A dedicated Spirit. On I walked, 
In thankful blessedness whioh yet survives.2 

William Kelley Wright, in hie Student's Philosophy of 

Religion, says that persons very fond of natural scenery 

ltt:vy Heart JAaps Up", l-6. 

2The Prelude, IV; 333-38. 

/ 
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are drawn out of themselves, and soothed and comforted in 

times of loneliness and depression, by recollected scenes. 

He defines this emotion as aesthetic prayer. He gives 

Wordsworth's •Tinturn Abbey• and •Daffodils• as examples 

of it. The •Daffodils• brings out the poet's aloofness of 

spirit, and his pleasure in the beautiful flowers. He also 

emphasises the fact that he was storing up delights for the 

future by watching them. The selection follows: 

I wandered lonely as a aloud 
That floats on high o'er vale and hills; 
When all at once I saw a crowd, 
A host of golden daffodils 

. Beside the lake, beneath the trees, 
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.l 

He aoes on to describe in detail how innumerable they 

appear to be, and how they extend along the edge of the 

water as far as the eye can reaoh. The poet also fancies 

that they are people as they nod and dance in the breeze. 

Although he was lonely and remote from companions when he 

caught sight of them, he now feels cheered because of the 

lively company of the daffodils. He thus concludes, tell

ing ho he was enriching himself more than he knew: 

I gazed, and gazed, and little thought, 
What w alth the sight to me had brought 
For oft when on my couch I lie 
In vacant or in pensive mood, 
They flash upon that inward eye, 
hich is the bliss of solitude; 

And then my heart with pleasure fills, 
And dances with the daffodils.2 

1 •1 Wandered lJlnely as a Cloud,"l-6. 
2 •1 Wandered Lonely as a Cloud," l?-24. 
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Another instance of Wordsworth's delight in recollected 

Nature is expressed in "Yarrow Revisited•. He admonishes 

the river to flow on, so that it may be an inspiration to 

poets ho write for the oommon people: 

"To dream light dear while yet unseen, 

Dear to the common sunshine. 

And dearer still, as now I feel, 

To memory's shadowy moonshine.•l 

The power of scenes recalled is brought out vividly, 

also, in •The Reverie of Poor Susan•. The mere song of the 

thrush in the London window suggests the beloved surround

ings of her girlhood, carrying her into a land of make

believe. Those sweet memories of her old home present 

themselves very clearly. How sad it is for her to come 

back to realityl 

Wordsworth is noted for his keen sense of sight and 

hearing. He was a very close observer. These lines from 

The Thorn are full of color: 

"Ah met What lovely tints are there 

Of olive green and scarlet bright, 

In spikes, in branches, and in stars, 

Green, red, and pearly white.•2 

1 •Yarrow Revisited: 109-12. 

2"The Thorn", 45-9. 
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Wordsworth shows great appreciation of the daisy. He 

addresses three poems to this flower. The snowdrop and the 

celandine have served him as subj cts. The daffodil, the 

violet, the jonquil, and the pansy all receive attention. 

He loves sunlight, and calm, peaceful scenes. He does 

not describe storms. The moonlight, too, entrances him. 

Her waning is shown in one of the Luoy poems as suggesting 

the possibility of Lucy's death. 

An approaching sunset is described very beautifully in 

these lines. We feel that soft, golden light could not be 

more fittingly expressed: 

"The sun above the mountain's head, 

A freshening lustre mellow 

Through all the long green fields has spread 

His :f'i rst sweet evening yellow. ttl 

Wordsworth often speaks of streams and rivers. The 

Yarrow is described as: 

•A silvery current flows 

With uncontrolled meanderings."2 

There is .a note of reoolleoted pleasure in a later 

reference to the Yarrow: 

"I see, but not by sight alone, 

Loved Yarrow have I won thee; 

1•The Tables Turned•, 5-8. 

2•Yarrow Visited", 9-10. 
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A ray of fanoy still survives-

Her sunshine pl&3"s upon theeJ•l 

Rivers and streams mean muoh to Wordsworth alw~s. It 

is surprising how many references there are to them in hie 

poems. In •rt Was an April Morning", the vigor of the 

stream-let is spoken of as running •with a young man's 

speed". He mentions another as: 

"A li t .tle, unpretending rill 

Of limpid water, humbler far than aught 

That ever among men or maids sought 

Notioe or name.• 2 

Although we can see much evidence of Wordsworth's keen 

sense of sight, it is for his descriptions of sound that he 

was noted. His hearing was very delicate. Aleo, hie spirit 

was very appreciative of the harmonies of Nature. He often 

i~terprete his impressions in terms of sound. He speaks of 

how he stood beneath some rock when the storm wa.e approach

ing, 

"Listening to notes that are 

The ghostly language of the ancient earth, 

Or make their dim abode in distant winds."3 

In The Prelude the poet tells of brooks which mutter 

l"Yarrow Visited", 72-6. 

2•There is a Little Unpretendjng Rill: 1-4. 

3The Prelude, II; 309-11. 
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and seem busy by day, but give "a quiet sound in the silent 

night•.l 

The shepherd, Michael, is described as having a very 

keen and interpreta.tive sense of hearing. By studying the 

sounds of the winds he understood Nature's moods. These 

lines bring this out clearly: 

•Henoe had he learned the meaning of the winds, 

Of blasts of every tone; and oftentimes, 

When others heeded not, he heard the south 

Make subterraneous music, like the noise 

Of bagpipers on distant highland hills. n2 

The boyhood pleasure of Wordsworth when he pl9¥ed 

with a group of companions is described vividly in terms 

of sound: 

With the din 
Smitt n, the precipes rang aloud; 
The leafless trees and every iey crag 
Tinkled like iron; while far distant hills 
Into the tumult sent on alien sound 
Of melancholy not unnoticed.3 

This passage, as the one from Michael, reveals an 

understanding of the undertones in Nature, not comprehended 

by the ear unattuned to them. The first quotation illue

trating Wordsworth's use of sound brings out this same 

idea in the phrase, "the ghostly language of the ancient 

earth". 

1The Prelude, XII; 23. 
2 •Mi ohael", 48-53. 
3The Pre1ude 439-44, 
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In his poem, nThe Solitary Reaper", Wordsworth ex

presses deep appreciation of the lone Highland le.es reaping 
~ 

by herself and singing: 

•o listen! for the vale profound 

Is overflowing with the sound.•1 

He muses on, valuing her song at more worth than that 

of the nightingaie or cuckoo, no matter under what pleasant 

oiroum.etances they gave forth their music. The fact that 

her words are indistinguishable, adds great charm, and 

allows the poet to derive much pleasure from speculating 

concerning . the theme of her l~. He mentions how the song 

seemed endless. H~ explains how he stored up the memory 

of her melody, in this passage: 

"I listened, motionless and still; 

And as I mounted up the hill; 

The music in my heart I bore, 

IDng after it was heard no more. •2 

Wordsworth is deeply appreciative of the birds. In 

his poem entitled "To the Cuckoo", he expresses his delight 

in the sons of this messenger of spring: 

•o blithe Newoomerl I have heard, 

I hear thee, and rejoice. 

0 Cuckoo, shall I call thee Bird, 

1 •The Solitary Reaper", 7-8. 

2 "The Solitary Reaper•, 29-32. 
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0r but a wandering Voioe?"l 

He continues to describe the effect of the melody, 

ho the echo is carried from hill to hill. He says that 

though the cuckoo is merely pouring out his joy to spring, 

he brings to him the scenes of other d~s, and takes him 

out of himself. This stanza illustrates the charm of the 

song of the unseen messenger: 

."Thrice welcome, darling of the Springl 

Even yet thou art to me, 

No bird, but an invisible thing, 

A Voice, a mystery."I 

The lark, too, is a source of inepira.tion and pleasure 

to Wordsworth. He longs to accompany it into the vault of 

heaven: 

Up with mel up with me into the oloudel 
For thy song, lark, is strong; 

Up with me, wup with me into the clouds! 
Singing, singing, 

With clouds and sky about thee ringing, 
Li ft me, guide me, till I find 

That spot that seems so to thy mind. 3 

'l'he poet then contrasts his own dreary walk and his 

sadness with the eostatio happiness of the lark, which 

seems intoxicated with joy as it pours out its thanks to 

God. He feels, after listening to the lark, that he can 

' 

1 •To the Cuckoo," 1-4. 

2 il.!!!,. , 13-l 6 • 

3•To a Skylark", l-7. 
I 
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be content to plod. and hope for a happy future existence. 

Words orth is always learning lessons applicable to his own 

life from Nature. He writes another "To a Skylark". ad

dressing the bird as "Ethereal minstrel! Pilgrim of the 

skyl• 

In the thrush's song. Wordsworth also gets comfort, 

and feels that he is free. The bird seems the symbol of 

liberty, and of all the things which he would like to do 

and to be: 

Hark! 'tis the Thrush, undaunted. undeprest, 
Ey twilight premature of cloud and rain; 
Nor does that roaring wind deaden his strain, 
Who carols. thinking of his love and nest, 
And seems as more incited, still more bleat. 
Thanks; thou hast snapped a fireside Prisoner's 

chain. 
Exulting Warblerl eased a fretted brain,

1 And in a moment charmed my cares to rest. 

The poet sympathises with the linnet. too. He speaks 

of him as "leading the revels of the May•, and "pouring 

forth his song in gushes•. He darts in and out, eluding 

the eye, so that he seems a •voiceless Form". 

· Although Wordsworth is intensely sensitive to beautiful 

sights and various forms of sound, we have no referenoes to 

the sens of smell. He is said to have been deficient in 

this respect. 

In the responsive soul of this poet, even the flutter

ings of a butterfly may start a train of musings. He thus 

1 •Hark1 'Tis the Thrush•, 1-8. 
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addresees this "Historian" ot his childhood: 

"Float near me; do not yet depart! 

Dead times revive in thee: 

Thou brings't gay creature that thou art, 

A solemn image to my heart, 

My ta ther' s f ami ly • "1 

The sympathy which Wordsworth expresses for birds 

and the butterfly has been shown in the extracts taken from 

poems addressed to them. He seems to be able to project 

himself into their· lives, and to share their joys. He 

seems to displ~ this quality much less fr quently in the 

case of animals, but this extract from "The Ha.rt IAap 

Well", shows an expression ot sympathy tor the dying hart. 

He feels that God had compassion for this animal, hunted 

and slain as it was merely to furnish sport to a huntsman: 

"That Being that is in the clouds and air, 

That is in the green leaves among the groves. 

Maintains a deep and reverential care 

For the unoffending creatures whom he loves.•2 

Wordsworth is often spoken of as the poet of mountains 

and rivers. These are not towering peaks and raging tor

rents, but ordinary mountains like the Thorn, and rivers 

like the Wye and Yarrow. He is fonder of 1 nland streams 

1 "To a Bu tterny", 5-9. 

2 •The Hart Leap We11•. 165-8. 
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than of the ocean, though he makes oasual reference to it 

a few times, as in "It is a Beauteous Evening, Calm and 

Free". The everyday scenery of the country here he lives 

furnjehes him themes to glorify in vers. He felt that 

it was his mies ion to elevate the. commonplace. 

As Wordsworth grows older, he feels that he has lost 

the ability to see and hear the natural life about him as 

he did when he was a child. In that very lovely po m, 

"Intimations of Immortality", he comments with regret upon 

this withdrawin of the glamour, the "visionary gleam". 

In hie younger days he says that all was clothed in a light 

from heaven, beautiful and fresh. Nature still has her 

same phenomena, her same flowers, stare, Moon, and sun

ehine. The very fields, the trees, the flo ere, speak to 

him of this let charm. He thus laments: 

"But y t I know, where'er I go, 

That there hath passed a glory from the earth.•l 
,.:, 

ordsworth makes the point that material things have 

shut him away somewhat from the spirit of God which once 

spoke to him olea.rly in all the phases of Nature. It is 

another way of grieving over what man has done to man. 

The poet, in another poem, "The Tables Turn d", ex

presses his disapproval of things learned from books as 

compared with knowledge gained from God's instructor, 

1 "Intimation of Immortality,• l?-18. 
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Nature. He thus addressee his professor: 

•one impulse from the vernal wood 

May teach you more of man, 

Of moral evil and of good, 

Than all the sages can.•l 

In eummi ng up Wordsworth, we m~ say that he shows a 

very sincere and reverent attitude toward Nature. She is 

his companion, inspiration, joy, comforter, healer, teach

er, and the revelation of ·his God. He shows a more sympa

thetic attitude toward her than any other poet. She means 

more to him personally. 

We feel that .if Vergil had. lived in Wordsworth's 

environment, he might have approached this attitude. Words

worth is hat Vergil is in nature appreciation and then 

more. Vergil loved Natur, and she spoke to him, revealing 

a dim deity. But her voio was clear and ever present, 

revealing a personal God to Wordsworth. 

l •The Tables Turned", 21-24. 



CHAPTER VI 

COLERIDGE 

From a consideration of Wordsworth as a Nature poet, 

we now turn to his friend and contemporary, Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge. This man in his early years showed unusual 

promise. One of his first works is a most excellent pro

duction. He has written a few things of very unusual and 

outstanding merit. He has written some others which are 

quite common-place. He became an addict of opium, a fact 

whi.oh, no doubt, influenced his production of verse, both 

from the standpoint of quantity and quality. Johnson, in 

hie HistOfY of English and .American Literature, says, 

however, the.t as Coleridge continued to write excellent 

critical prose, he does not feel that the opium habit 

explains his failure to continue to write poems of the 

promise of his early years. 

Coleridge at one time had a very salutory influenoe 

upon the life of Wordsworth, when the latter was in a 

spirit o·f dejection and turmoil due to his study of the 

philosophy of Godwin. He and Wordsworth took a walking 

tour together. The .Lyrical BaLlads was the result. 

Wordsworth did the major part but coieridge made some 

contributions, among them The A nt Mariner, one of his 

most outstanding works. 

As we have noted Word_sworth's definition of poetry_, 

it is worth while to give Coleridge's conception of this 

-52-
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art. He says: •A poem is that species of composition, 

which is opposed to the works of science, by proposing for 

its immediate object pleasure, not truth; and from all 

other epeci_ee (having this object in common with it) it 

is discriminated by proposing to itself such delight from 

the whole, as is compatible with a distinct gratification 

from each component part."l 

In acoorda.nce with this definition of poetry, he 

wrote The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. One critic says 

that he served no apprenticeship in poetry. but arrived 

at a perfected production in an almost maiden effort. 2 

He has as his aim ·1n this poem, the making of the super

natural and unusual seem real and believable through the 

media of Nature • . His scenery vividly portrayed, is from 

a part of the world with which most people are unfamiliar. 

This fact alone gains credence for the strange happenings 

in unknown regions. The Mariner, an old man who has spent 

his life on the sea, might be expected to have experiences 

very different from those of men in ordinary avenues in 

life. The fact that Nature seems to take an active part 

in punishing the Mariner for killing one of her innocent, 

beneficent creatures, accords with an innate sense in the 

breast of man that justice is meted out, soon or late, 

lBiographia Li tteria, Chp. XIV. 

2Johnson, History of English and America.n Literature, 
p. 323. 
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upon the sinner. 

Coleridge has no peer in suggesting his scenery in the 

fewest possible words. He is like a modernistic painter. 

He suggests just enough to arouse the imagination or his 

reader to fill in the rest, thus gaining his cooperation 

and winning his sympathy. We have, in the barest state

ments, a perfect picture of the departure ot the ship. All 

seems well as the voyage is entered upon: 

"The ship was cheered, the harbor cleared, 

Merrily did we drop 

Below the kirk, below the hill, 

Below the -lighthouse top."l 

After · the voyage is well under way the ship rune into 

stormy weather, and extreme cold. It is del~yed in ite 

course. The intensity of the cold is conveyed in the 

greatest simplicity, but with strong appeal to the sense 

of hearing: 

"The ice was here, the ice was there, 

The ioe wae all around; 

It cracked and growled, and ro~red and howled 

Like noisee in a swound."2 

The cold seems &"~ery powerful, malignant entity. 

When the- albatross begins to acoompany the ship, all 

1Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 21-4. 
2 
Ibid., 59-62. 

t 
"' 
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weather conditions .change. It seems a beneficent force in 

Nature: 

"The ice did split with a thunder fit; 

The helsman steered us through.•1 

When the Mariner shoots the Albatross, apparently for 

no reason except sport, he is upbraided severely by his 

companions, who feel that ill luck will come upon them. 

But as fair weather continued, it was agreed that the bird 

had been responsible for poor sailing conditions, and it 

was an advantage to be rid of it. 

Soon, ·however, the ship burst into a "silent" sea, the 

first ever to enter such a region. The poet gives us a 

very vivid picture of stagnation and desolation. Every 

thing indioates Nature's attitude of displeasure: 

•All in a ~ and oopper sky 

The bloody Sun, at noon, 

Right up above the mast did stand, 
4'.) 

No bigger than the Moon."~ 

Coleridge gives a wonderful suggestion of color in 

this stanza, which portrays the terrifying conditions in 

whioh the sailors find themselves: 

"About, about, in reel and rout, 

The death fires danced at night, 

1Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 69-70. 

2 .!12.!!•, lll-14. 
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The water, like a witch's oils, 

Burnt green, and blue, and white.•l 

Through phenomena of Nature, strange and terrifying 

incidents occur, portending destruction. 

As the spectre ship comes into view, and hope,· soon 

to be dismissed, enters the tortured hearts, we have an 

unusual description of late afternoon: 

•The western wave was all a-flame. 

The day was well nigh done 1 

Almost upon the western wave 

Rested the broad bright Sun."2 

Thie descrip~ion is in vivid contrast to the noonday 

Sun which seemed no larger than the Moon. 

Perhaps no more striking portrayal of swift change 

occurs in all literature than the lines which describe the 

setting of this particular Sun: 

•The Sun's rim dips; the stars .£!!.!h out: 

At 2.a!., stride comes the dark."3 

After the Mariner has gone through most awful ex

periences where he was, 

"Alone, alone, all, all alone, 

Alone on a wide, wide sea,•4 

of the Ancient Mariner, 127-30. 
212..!!t., 171-4. 
3Ibid., 199-200. 
4 Ibid., 232-4. 
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and all of hie companions had dropped dead, there is 

a very vivid description of an unusual night scene. The 

moon looks like •hoar-frost" as it shines upon the sea. 

The water, under the influence of evil, "burnt alway a 

still and awful red•. 

The Mariner leans idly over the rail and watches the 

sporting water snakes, leaving •tracks of shiny white• in 

the phosphoreeoent sea. Just here is another marvelous 

portrayal of color: 

•within the shadow of the ship 

I watched their rioh attire: 

Blue, glossy green, and velvet black, 

They coiled and swam; and every traok 

Was a flash of golden fire.•l 

As the Mariner blesses these snakes unconsciously, he 

seems in a measure to atone for hie sin. He falls asleep, 

and dreams of life.giving rain. The storm whioh really 

comes as he awakens, is most vividly described. The wind 

roars, the air ie full of lightning flashes, and the clouds 

cover the heavens, except for the Moon at the edge. The 

electricity is pictured thus: 

"Like water shot from some high crag, 

!he lightning fell with never a jag, 

A river steep and wide."2 

1The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 27?-81. 
2Ibid. 324-6. 
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After the storm, spirits enter the bodies of the 

sailors, who take the ship into the harbor, mechanically 

doing then ceseary tasks. At dawn, every sort of beauti

ful sound escapes the lips of the bodies. Sometimes it 

is a bird's song, or the composite of birds• voices. At 

others, it is the sound of instruments. As the sounds 

cease, the boat moves on. The sails make, 

"A pleasant noise till noon, 

A noise like of a hidden brook 

In the leafy month of June, 

That to the sleeping woods all night 

Siogeth a quiet tune.•l 

All the time there is no breeze, but a spirit from 

beneath propels the ship. Finally at noon she stands still 

or goes backward and forward "like a pawing horse let go•·. 

The Kariner is thrown down in a swoon. When he finally 

awakens, a wind affecting no aspect of Nature but himself, 

blows the ship on into the harbor. 

As he arrives there, the very essence of silence is 

given us in these lines: 

"The harbor bay was clear as glass 
So smoothly was it strewn? 
And on the bay the moonlight lay 
And the shadow of the Moon. 

The rock shown bright, the kirk no lees, 
That stands above the rock: 
The moonlight steeped in silentness, 
The steady weathercock. 

1Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 368-72. 
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And the b~ was white with silent light.•l 

The magic disappearance of the ship when the pilot 

comes to take her in, does not surprise us. Coleridge has 

won our sympathy and attention as completely as the Mari

ner wins that of the Wedding Guest. We are oonvinoed that 

these unusual things could happen to one sinning in an 

usual way. We feel that the Mariner has only been spared 

because he has a mission. 

All of the Mariner's good fortune, his sin, and hie 

misfortune have been concerned with Nature. Coleridge 

seems to teach that she either rewards or punishes, but 

is never indifferent. He denies that he is teaching a 

moral here, but this and other poems seem to have an 

implied or distinct lesson. Thie apparent trait won for 

him the sobriquet of •Preacherw. 

In "Christabel•, Coleridge has produced another re

markable poem, though incomplete. It is entirely unlike 

The Ancient Mariner, except for the elements of super

stition. The lady Christabel, fair and good, the beloved 

of her t ther, ie uneasy about her absent lover, and goes 

to pray at midnight, the mystic hour, when the owl's lonely 

note has caused a drowsy response from the cook, and the 

old dog barks. 

1 
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 472-81. 
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The sky is covered with a thin grey cloud through 

which the moon shines dimly, producing a ghostly light. 

The leaves are not yet out. The air is perfectly quiet. 

but chilly. 

As Christabel prays beneath the oak she hears a moan. 

She discovers one who appears to be a lovely young creature 

in distress, the daughter of Christabel's father's old 

friend. She has been the victim of kidnapere. 

As Christabel -takes her strange guest home, the age4 

dog, aware of an evil spirit, growle. 

At five o'clock in the morning, when, according to a 

custom inaugerated .at the death of Christabel's mother, the 

chapel bell tolls forty times, we are told that Satan 

often adds an echo: 

"The devil mocks the do+eful tale 

With a merry peal from Borodale."l 

This particular morning the sound carries far: 

"The air is still! through mist and cloud 

That merry peal comes ringing loud.•2 

When Geraldine, the guest of Christabel, reveals to 

him that she is the daughter of the old friend of Chris

tabel's father, hie sensitiveness over the rift between 

1 •christabel•, 358-9. 

2lk!2.., 360- 61. 
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himself and hie boyhood oompanion, and his feeling of loss 

is expressed in this effective figure: 

•Like cliffs which had been rent asunder, 

A dr~ary sea now flows between, 

And neither heat nor frost nor thund r, 

Shall wholly do away, I ween, 

The marks of that which once had been.•l 

It was the natural thing for this poet to express the 

rift, really typical of his break with Wordsworth, in terms 

of Nature. It reminds one of the description of the strait 

where Scylla is on the one hand and Charybdis is on the 

other, found in the Aeneid. 

The old knight, father of Christabel, seems to be 

very fond of horses. He speaks of •steeds with trappinge 

proud·", and "panting palfrey's foam•. coierjdge, iumself', 

is in sympathy with animals, as is often expressed, es

pecially in his poem, "To a Young Ass", in which he haile 

the breast as •brother". 

The old bard relates a baleful dream which he has 

had, in which his young mistress seems to be a helpless 

dove, moaning and fluttering upon the ground in the wood. 

He finds that a green snake is coiled about her: 

1 
Christabel, 421-6. 
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•Green as the herbs on which it couched, 

Close by the doves its head it crouched; 

And with the dove it heaves and stirs, 

swelling its neck as she swells hers. .. 1 

Even this warning of impending trouble has eome 

through natural phenomena. 

Christabel, pure and good, feels that all is not as 

it should be about Geraldine. She perceives the snake, 

always a s -ign of evil, in Geraldine's eyes. It seems that 

Christabel and her father are to be s19parated through the 

treacherous guest. 

The poet concludes this section of his unfinished 

poem by a beautiful description of a little child, upon 

whom the father vents his wrath all the more because his 

life is full of blessing. 

The Nature setting of this poem is given with the 

barest of details. It is subordinated to the story, yet 

gives just the needful atmosphere at the proper moment. 

Coleridge confesses that he is city bred, but wishes 

his son to wander about through rural seenee of lakes and 

mountains, where he may learn what God mQ¥ teach through 

Nature. He thus expresses hie desire: 

1 
g":aristabel, 551-4. 
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So shalt ,thou see and hear 
The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible 
0£ that eternal language, which thy God 
Utters, who from eternity doth teach 
Himself in all, and all things in himself. 
Great universal Teacher! he shall mould 
Thy spirit, and by giving make it ask.l 

He tells his babe that all seasons shall interpret God 

and be sweet, whether "summer clothe the earth, or when the 

red birds sing, sitting on a bare limb of an apple tree." 

In hi a "France: An Ode 11 , Col er idge appeals to the 

forces of Nature as his witnesses in a wonderful apostrophe: 

Ye Clouds! that far above me float and pause, 
Whose pathless march no mortal may control! 
Ye Ocean-Waves! that, wheresoe'er ye roll. 
Yield homage only to eternal laws! 
Ye Woodal that listen to the night-birds singing, 
Midway the smooth and perilous slope reclined, 
Save where your own imperilous branches swinging, 
Have made a solemn music of the wind.2 

Coleridge acknowledges the influence of these forces 

in his life, and calls them, the representatives of free

dom, to testify how he has loved "divinest Liberty". 

In the last lines of the poem he expresses again his 

love for freedom in terms of Nature: 

1 

"On that sea-cliff's verge, 

Whose pines, scarce travelled by the freeze above 

"Frost at Midnight", 58-64. 
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Had made one murmur with the distant serge l 

• • • • • • • • • • 

0 Liberty l my spirit felt thee there . "l 

Coleridge has written a lovely little lament of a youth 

for his sweetheart , entitled "Lewti" . He uses images of 

Nature to show his grief . He wanders in the moonlight 

when the sky is occasionally overcast by a ~hin cloud . He 

feels that the image of Lewti is present in every phase of 

the night , as he cannot banish her from his thoughts . He 

even falls in the stream as the banks crumble , startling 

the swans . · They are so beautiful that they divert him 

for a time . 

He envies the nightingale which sings to his Lewti . 

He ends by hoping she may be kind tomorrow . 

We feel that the phenomena of Nature are exactly as 

they should be to correspond to his mood . 

In a poem named 11Fears in Solituden , Coleridge des 

cribes a quiet nook where a young man might find "religious 

meanings in the forms of Nature" . 2 The lark ' s singing 

would influence the youth toward better things even in his 

sleep . 

He contrasts with this "the owlet, Atheism"3 , which 

1 France: An Ode," 99 - 101; 105 . 

2"Fears in Solitude~ 24 . 

3Ibid . 82 . 
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closes its eyes and will not see the light . He urges the 

men of England to stand forth and toss wickedness into the 

waves , 

"As the vile sea-v1eed , which some mountain blast 

Swept from our shores \ 11 1 

He gives an apostrophe to Briton, explaining why her 

beautiful rivers , lakes , and hills are dear . They have 

shared his thoughts and impulses . They have shown him 

God in Nature . They are responsible for any purity of 

soul he has . 

In "Kubla Kahnn , we have the beginnings of a wonderful 

poem . As it appeared in a dream , and the author was dis 

turbed before it was all set down , it qas never finished . 

The description is marvelous . The sacred river , Alph, 

flowed , 

nThrough caverns measureless to man 

Down to a sunless sea . "2 

These few words give a suggestion of a mighty , under 

ground river emptying into an underground lake . 

In the selection which follows , every verb and adjec -

tive is intensely suggestive , as is the figure: 

"But oh \ that deep romantic chasm ~rhich slanted 

Down the green hill athwart a £._edarn cover t 

A savage place l as holy and enchanted 

1Fears in Solitude , 149- 50 • 
. 2 ttKuble Kahn" , 4- 5 . 
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As e ' er beneath a waning moon was haunted 

By a woman wailing for her demon lover . 01 

From this chasm the sacred river is thrown up in c ease 

less seething, with fragments of rocks like hail . The river 

winds on to the umeasureless caverns" and sinks into a 

ttlifeless ocean" . 

Upon the waves floated a shadow of a pleasure dome made 

of c aves of ice . The poet says that if he could revive the 

memory of the song of a maid whom he once heard , he could 

build that dome , and all would avoid him as a thing unholy . 

The little fragment is extremely fanciful , giving most 

unusual Nature pictures . 

Coleridge has written a wonderful Hymn to Mount Blanc, 

as it appears in the vale of Chamouni . The mountain arouses 

in him emotions of worship and conceptions of the might of 

God . He thus adjures it : 

"Rise , 0 ever rise , 
Rise like a cloud of incense from the Earth \ 
Thou kingly Spirit thr oned among the hills , 
Thou dread ambassador from Earth to Heaveri , 
Great Hierarchl tell thou the silent sky , 
And tell the stars , and tell you rising sun , 

.Earth , with her thousand voices , praises God . "2 

This is as truly a tribute of praise as Mozart ' s 

"Gloria" . There is much emotion engendered from his asking 

the icefalls , the rainbows , the flowers , the beasts , the 

1 uKubla Kahn" , 12 - 16 . 

2"Hynm before Sunrise in the Vale of Chamouni , " 79- 85 . 
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oagles , the lightning , who made them . He·commands them all 

to reply , "God" . He urges the streams , the groves , all the 

forces of Nature , to join in a hymn of praise . He has 

called upon his own soul to be aware of God ' s majesty as 

he views this wondrous sight . 

It seems unbelievable that Coleridge had never seen 

this mountain , but it is consensus of opinion that he had 

not . To be able to visualize it even to the blue flowers , 

gives proof of a marvelous imagination . It is said that 

most of Coleridge ' s scenes are imaginary . He said , himself , 

that he was a poor observer . The imagery of The Ancient 

Mariner seems very real to us , though we know that Cole 

ridge never travelled in such ~ater as he describes . 

Coleridge , like ordsworth , believes that people lead 

better lives in the country , close to Nature , where God may 

commune with them through her . She means God ' s voice to 

him . He does not dwell on recollected Nature as does 

Wordsworth . ·The reason may be that his youth was spent in 

the city . He enjoys Nature , but it does not seem to have 

the intensity of comfort for him that it has for /ordsworth . 

He does not deal with ordinary scenes and places as Words 

worth does . 



CHAPTER VII 

SHELLEY 

In Wordsworth, there is the deepest admiration for 

natural objects observed at first hand. His mission, he 

felt, as to reveal beauty and subjects for poetic treat

ment in ordinary places and scenes. He is sane and balanced. 

He is not an impractical idealist. 

One follo, s after him, however, rhom Browning calls 

the "sun treader". Mathew Arnold designates him as t•a 

beautiful but ineffectual angel, beating in the void his 

luminous :irings in vain. nl This man 111ho calls for these 

unusual descriptions is the poet Shelley. He is full of 

frenzy, always searching for his unattainable ideals of 

absolute beauty, truth, and love. Perfect love is the 

force which should bind the universe together, he declares. 

This man is unusual in his religious beliefs, being 

branded as an atheist, though apparently far from deserv

ing this title. He is a law unto himself, morally, thus 

calling down much criticism upon his head. He is an out

cast from his university, having been expelled from Oxford. 

He is looked upon as a pariah by his family, which is 

shocked by his extreme ideas and conduct. 

This very unusual young man, vho dies vhen he is 

thirty years of age, leaves remarkable verse to make his 

1Essays on Criticism, p. 204. 
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name long remembered . His more pretentious poems are plays , 

for the most part allegories , 1l'vhich use phenomena of Nature 

as characters . His works are full of symbols . He does not 

write of actual scenes and places . He does not express 

comfort from recollected nature , or seem to feel a sense 

of communion with her , as Wordsworth does . He gives voice 

over and over to his restlessness , his desires , and his 

yearning for the unattainable . 

Shelley seems always the child , in that he can pro -

ject himself readily and perfectly into a make-believe world . 

The poet , Frances Thompson , says of him : 11 The universe is 

his box of toys . ~e dabbles his fingers in the day- fall . 

He is gold- dusty vi th tumbling amidst the stars . He makes 

bright mischief with the moon . The meteors nuzzle their 

noses into his hand . He teases into growling the kennelled 

thunder , and laughs at the shaking of its fiery chain . He 

dances in and out of the gates of heaven ; its floor is 

littered 111/i th his broken fancies . He runs wild over the 

fields of ether . He chases the rolling world . He gets 

between the feet of the horses of the sun . He stands in 

the lap of patient Nature , and twines her loosened tresses 

after a hundred rilful fashions , to see how she will look 

nicest in his song . nl 

l 
Auslander and Hill . The ~ inged Horse , XX . 
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Some say that he was, first of all, a maker of delic

ious music. He is called the tt skylark of poets 11
• His 

11 Dirge", found after his death, is very expressive of the 

general musical. quality of his verse: 

Rough wind , that meanest loud 
Grief too sad for song; 
Wild wind , when sullen cloud 
Knells all night long; 
Sad storm, whose tears are vain, 
Bare woods , whose branches strain, 
Deep caves, and dreary main, 
Wail for the world 's wrong . 

This poem expresses Shelley's feeling of the sympathy 

of Nature with the injustice in the world . The apo_strophes 

to natural forces are very effective. The umoaning 11 of 

the wind , the nsullen" cloud, the "sad storm" the "bare , --
woods", the "deep caves", and the "dreary main" produce 

the ultimate in giving an atmosphere of grief , and of an 

utter lack of harmony in life. 

A very different setting is created in the "Spirit of 

Night". There is exquisite lightness, yet longing, the 

yearning of a restless soul to lose himself for a little 

while: 

1 

Swiftly valk o 1 er the western wave , 
Spirit of Night , 
Out of the misty eastern cave, 
fuere all the long and lone daylight 

Thou wavest dreams of joy and fear, 
fuich make thee terrible and dear-
Swift be thy flight.l 

"To Nightn, 1-7. 
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The poet urges Night to bind the eyes of Day with her 

hair , and exhaust her vith kisses . Then she may take pos 

session of the earth , touching all with her "opiate wand" . 

He tells how from early morning he has longed for her . 

He sighed for her in the afternoon and the twilight . Death 

asked if he might substitute himself for his sister , Night . 

Sleep offered to comfort , but the poet refused t'he aid of 

all . He answers in this strain : 
/ 

"Death shall come when thou art dead , 
Soon , too soon; 

Sleep will come when thou art fled; 
Of neither will I ask the boon 
I ask of thee , beloved Night -
Swift be thine approaching fli ght , 

Come , soon , soon \ 0 1 

The same spirit of dissatisfaction and unsatisfied 

longing made manifest through the use of Na~ure , breathes 

through these lines . Also there is that feeling of evanes 

cence and change hich Shelley expresses over and over : 

"The flo er that smiles today , 
Tomorrow dies • 

All that we wish to stay , 
Tempts and then flies . 

What is the vorld ' s delight? 
Lightning that makes the niWht 

Brief even as bright . 2 

uite different is the spirit of To a Skylark . The 

poet seems to have caught in his responsive soul the very 

luTo Ni ght , " 31 - 35 . 

2"Mutability", 1 - 7 . 
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essence and sweetness , the rapturous joy of the bird to 

which he himself is likened . The freedom of the bird , 

a quality for which Shelley was always longing , appeals 

to him, also : 

"Hail to thee , blithe spirit 

Bird thou never wert , 

That from heaven , or near it , 

Pourest thy full heart 

In profuse strains of unpremediated art . ttl 

Shelley continues to describe the skylark , telling 

how it springs from the earth "like a cloud of fire tt , 

soaring ever higher and higher , singing all the while . 

As the bird flies through the gloi.~ing , cloud- flecked , 

iestern sky , he likens him to a "disembodied joy" . 

In a series of remarkable similes , figures of hich 

Shelley is very fond , the lark is described in terms of 

flovers and glov worms . Its song surpasses every joyous 

element in Nature . Its spirit of frenzied rapture is 

vividly interpreted . He ends the poem by asking the lark 

these questions : 

i1/.hat objects are the fountains 
Of thy happy strain? 

·:I.hat fields , or waves, or mountains? 
:fuat shapes of sky or plain? 

What love of thy own k~nd? What 
Ignorance of pain? 

1 "To a Skylark", 1-5 . 
2Ibid . 71 - 75 . 
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Shelley sounds the same note rhich ~lords ii/Orth does 

when he refers to the lark as his best teacher . If he could 

learn half the joy of the little being , he would cause the 

world to listen as he listens to the lark . 

In this poem , descriptive adjectives are used very ef

fectively; as , "blithe spirit" , "blue deep" , "golden light 

ning0 , "sunken sunu , 'taerial hue" , "twinkling grass 0
, and 

nrain- awakened f'lowersn . 

Perhaps nothing that Shelley has written is more ex

quisite than 11 The Cloud" . In this poem Shelley justifies 

his critics · in stating that he is the eternal child , in a 

world of make - believe . He projects himself unreservedly 

into the character of the cloud , making her seem a living 

being with a distinct personality . He plays d th 111Jords , 

giving the very essence of fragility and lightness : 

I bring fresh showers for the thirsting f'lowers . 
From the sea and the streams; 

I bear lieht shade for the leaves when laid 
In their noonday dreams . 

From my wings are shaken the dews that waken 
The sweet buds everyone , 

When rocked to rest on their mother ' s breast , 
As she dances about the sun . l 

Shelley makes much use of color , most of it vivid 

and gorgeous . The following stanza is an excellent ex

ample of this : 

1"The Cloud n, 1- 8 . 
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The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes, 
And his burning plumes outspread, 

Leaps on the back of my railing rack, 
When the morning star shines dead. 

And on the jag of a mountain crag, 
\Vhich an earthquake rocks and swings, 

An eagle alit one moment might sit 
In the light of its golden wings. 

And when sunset may breathe from the lit sea be-
neath, -

Its ardors of rest and of love, 
And the crimson pall of eve may fall 

From the depth of heaven above, 
With winge folded I rest, on mine airy nest, 

As still as a brooding doTe.l 

Another stanza gives a most unusual and beautiful im

pression of a full moon and a cloud-flecked sky. The 

motion of the clouds over the face of the moon is expressed 

very clearly: 

And that orbed maiden, with white fire laden, 
Whom mortais call the Moon, 

Glides slimmering o'er my fleece-like tloor, 
By the midnight breezes strewn; 

And wherever the beat of her unseen feet 
Which only the'angels hear, 

May have broken the woof of my tent-like roof 
And the eta.rs ll!E behind her and peer; 

And I laugh to see them whirl and!!!.! . 
Like a swarm of golden bees, 

When I widen the rent of my wind-built tent, 
Till the calm rivers, lakes, and seae, 

Like strips of the sky fallen through me on high, 
Are each paved with the moon and these.2 

In the last stanza there is a most remarkable ~nd 

beautiful blending of poetic feeling and scientific tact. 

As Shelley understood science, especially chemistry, he 

2 ~-, 45-58. 
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hae woven it into his extremeiy fanciful description: 

"I am the daughter of earth and water, 

And· the nursling of the sky; 

I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores 

I change, but I cannot die.•l 

"The Sensitive Plant• is a lovely poem, full of won

derful description. We feel that Shelley himself is the 

Sensitive Plant, the especial care of Nature, who folds 

all the flowers in her loving embrace. The plant, like 

the poet, "desires what it has not, the beautiful!• 

The coming of Spring, and her influence upon the 

responsi~e earth is thus expressed: 

"And the Spring arose on -the garden fair, 

Like the spirit of Love felt everywhere; 

And each flower and herb on Earth's dark breast, 

Rose from the dreams of its wintry nest.•2 

In another stanza, there are delightful suggestions 

of color, fragrance, and mueic. He describes the •pied 

wind flowers•, the •tulip ta11•, the •narcissi", the 

"Naiad-like lily of the vale" with its ·•tremulous bells", 

the "Jassemine faint", the •sweet tuberose", and the 

daisies, all brought out in order. The hyacinth is 

beautifully presented: 

1 "The Cloud•, 73-6. 

2•The Sensitive Plant", 5-8. 
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"And the hyacinth pur~le, and white, and blue, 

Which ·flung from its bells a sweet peal anew, 

Of music so delicate, soft, and intense, 

lt was like an odor within a sens-e.•l 

Shelley's own· restlessness, his sear·ching always for 

the unattainable, is well ·br·ought out in· these lines: 

"For the Se·nsi ti ve · Plant has· no bright-- -flower; 

Radiance · and odor are not its dower, · 

It loves, even like Love, its deep heart ts · full, 

It desires what it ha~ not, the beautifu1.•2 

As Night ·comes down, Mother Nature folds all living 

creatures in •an ocean of dreams• into which the only im

pression to penetrate is the nightingale's song. We feel 

enfolding Love brooding over the lovely fl·owers. 

The second division of this poem is devoted to a woman 

whom Shelley admires. He r~presents her as caring for the 

flowers in the garden. 

The third division is dark and ugly, representing the 

blighting influence of Fall and Winter upon vegitation. 

All things die and give forth odors of decay. Beauty has 

fled. A powerful picture of Winter follows: 

"His breath was a chain ~hat without a sound, 

The earth and the air and the water bound, 

1
•The Sens-i tive Plant", 25-8. 

2 Illi•, 74-7. 
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He ca.me, fiercely dri v.en, in. hi·s chaxiot throne 

By the three fold blasts of the Artie zone. 

Then ·the weeds, which were forms of living death, 

Fled from the frost ·to the eaTth beneath. 

Their- decay and sudden flight ·from frost, 

Was but the vanishing of a ghost.•1 

Although all the descripti-ons of this poem are very 

lovely, they do not impress one as being real. We would 

never find such a garden as the one in which the Sensitive 

Plant grew. His descriptions in general do not fit any spot 

on earth. In this respect he differs from Wordsworth, and · 

very muc·h also from Vergil and Homer. \Ve feel · that the poet 

is baring his own soul to us, trying to show us that harsh 

criticisms are deadly to gentle natures. 

Another noted, shorter poem is Shelley's "Ode to the 

West Wind". She is a spirit in harmony with his own nature. 

He addresses her as, 

•o wild West Wind, breath of Autumn's being.•2 

He likens her to one sending the leaves as a •pesti

lence stricken multitude", driven like ghosts. He calls 

the West Wind the charioteer of the conveyance which carries 

the seeds to their wintry rest, a destroyer and a preserver. 

He describes the rain and lightning in an unusual way, call-

1 •The Sensitive . Plant", · 94-101. 

2"0de to the West Wind," 1 • 
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ing them angels. The water plants fear the West Wind's 

touch, but Shelley longs for her to carry him· away as a 

leaf. He has always yearned to be free. He implores the 

West Wind: 

Oh, lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud! 
I fall upon the thorns of life. I bleedl · 
A heavy weight of hours has chained and bowed 
One too like thee: ta.meless, and swift, and proud 

My spirit? 
Be thou, Spirit fierce, 

Be thou me, impetuous one! 

He implores the West Wind to blow away his dead thought , 

and to scatter· his words to mankind. He ends with th~ 

famou-s line1 

"If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?• 

This seems a strange line for the close, yet we feel 

that the author is striving to show in terms of Nature that 

there is promise of a way out of troubles, and a new life 

to that which seems dead. · 

Shelley after pondering over the theme long, and be• 

cause of the inspiration of Plato's Symposium, wrote a 

"~ymn to Intellectual Beauty•, that is, abstract loveliness. 

He feels that the light which shines from this beauty is the 

only constant thing in life. It is the beam that guides 

the wandering, restless, unsatisfied spirit: 

"Thy light alone, like mist o'er mountain driven, 

Or music by the night wind sent 

L"Ode to the West Wind", 53-6; 61-2. 
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Through strings of some wild instrument, 

Or moonlight on a midnight stream, 

Gives gra·ce and truth to life's unquiet dream. • 1 

Thia ie a very beautiful poem with a lovely ideal, but 

we feel that this ideal is unreal to· the poet b·ecauee he 

has only beheld the shadow of Intellectual Beauty. 

We turn now to Adonais, the impassioned elegy which 

Shelley poured forth glowing from his hot heart when Keats 

died. He felt·, as did many others, that Keats · was rushed· 

out of the world by the harsh criticisms of hi-s re-viewers·. -

·At first the poet urges all to grieve. All is sad. Uran

ia, the character . representing Mother Nature, · is to lament 

his passing. Death rejoices over hi·s victory. The poet 

tells Urania. that her "dearest, sweetest, and most promis

ing•, is like a "broken lily". Many spirits gather around 

the young Adonaie to mourn. Hie many longings and aspi!a

tione encircle hie head. Morning, Echo, Spring, and the 

nightingale, all grieve for the lovely spirit which has 

gone. 

Shelley asks why the gentle Adonais withdrew in his 

youth. · He answers by saying that the wolves--the review

ers, cau·sed his death. 

Many famous ones come to drop a t ·ear, among them 

1 
"Hymn to Intellectual Beauty", 32-6. 
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Byron, the "Pilgrim of Eternity"·, and Shelley, himself. He 

says that he is hounded by his own thoughts. He feels that 

Keats lives, and has returned to his Source. In this belief 

of the Oneness o! the Universe, he is in accord with Vergil 

and Wordsworth. 

The lines which follow show that necessary •upward 

looktt which is considered essential t ·o a great poet. The 

· sentiments ar~ far · fr·om atheistic. He feels that Keats 

lives, and has been "made one with NatuTe". 

Dust to dust! but the pure spirit shall flow, 
Back to the burning fountains whence it came, 
A portion of the Eternal, which must glow 
Through time and change, unquenchably the same, 
Whilst thy cold embers choke the sordid hearth of 

shame.l 

The poet insists that Adonais has not died, but "has 

awakened from the dream of life•. He has gone beyond all 

envy, hate, and strife. Shelley adjures all forms of Nature 

to ceaee to mourn, and to rejoice. ·He says of Keats: 

He is made one with Nature; there is heard 
His voice in all her music, from the moan 
Of thunder, to the song of night's sweet bird; 
He is a presence to be felt and known, 
In darkness and in light, from herb and stone, 
Spreading itself where'er the Power may move 
Which has withdrawn his being to his own.2 

The poet says that Keats has been received into Heaven 

among a distinguished cohart~ He asks why any should not 

1 "Adonais", stanza 38, 5-9. 
2"Adonaie", stanza 42, 1-?. 
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wish to be what Adonais has become·. 

H-e expresses his belief concerning the conditions after 

death in these words: 

"Heaven's light forever shines! Earth's shadows 

fly; 

Life, like a dome of· many colored gl·ass, 

Stains the white radi-ance of Eternity, 

Until Death tramples it- to fragments.• 1. 

Shelley muses upon his own condition and wishes for 

death. It would satisfy his longing. He thus invokes the 

Spirit of the Universe: 

That Light whose smile kindles the universe, 
That Beauty in whi-ch all things work and move, 
That Benediction which the eclipsing Curse 
Can quench not, and that sustaining Love, 
Which through the web of being blendly wove · 
By man and beast and earth, and air and sea, 
Burns bright or dim, as each are mirrors of 
The fire for which all thirst; now beams on me, 
Consuming the last clouds of cold mortality.2 

Shelley feels that his own frail bark is on an uncharte 

course, but the star of Adonais is welcoming him home. 

In this poem he expresses very -forcefully the oneness 

of all things with Nature, and his beli·ef that all things 

return to her as they sprung from her. She receives them 

in a Spirit of Love. 

1 "Adonais•, stanza 52, 1-4. 
2"Adonais", stanza 54. 
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In Shelley's longer productions, and in hie plays, he 

uses the forces of Nature as characters representing ele

ments of good and evil in the world. They are also used to 

typify his own life. In Alastor, the poet himself floats 

down the stream of life, finally perishing in his search 

and longing for his unattainable ideal. 

In~ the poet is shown past and present evils. -He 

is represented as far from earth in the hall of the Fairy. 

He is given a prophesy that all wrongs will be righted and 

a millenial day appear in which the spirit of Nature, Uni

versal Love, shall rule. 

The longer poems have beautiful passages, but are in

ferior in this respect to the shorter poems. They have lit 

tle, if anything, to contribute which develops more fully 

the poet'e methods of treating Nature. 

Shelley's descriptions are exquisite, lyrical, and 

exceedingly emotional. He does no~ like Wordsworth, por

tray particular existent scenes. Homer would feel that he 

allows his emotional reactions to Nature to run away with 

him. He has no restraint. He does not see what is, but 

he changes reality greatly by the projection of his own 

personality into it. 



CHAPTER VI I"I 

KEATS 

After a consideration of Shelley we now turn to the 

works of his contemporary, the young poet, Keats. This 

writer, who left much material to make him remembered, died 

at the age of twenty-six years. He was a product of the 

common people, his father being the proprietor of a livery 

stable. He had fewer advantages in cultural background and 

schooling than did the other Romanticists whom we have con

eider-ed. 

This youth reveled in sensations. He found keen delight 

in seeing the beautiful phenomena of Nature, in hearing her 

sounds, and breathing in her lovely odors. He also enjoyed 

tasting her bounties. It is said that at one time he covered 

his tongue and throat with pepper to enjoy the cooling effect 

of a draught of claret. He expressed the wish that his 

existence might be nothing but sensations. 

Keats early became fond of Homer, through Chapman's 

translation. '!'his father of poets was his ideal. He had a 

doctrine of his own, corresponding to that of Plato. He 

expresses it in his "Ode on a Grecian Urn": 

":Beauty is truth, truth beauty, that is all 

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.•1 

1"0de on a Grecian Urn", stanza 5, 9-10. 
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He also expresses this ea.me idea in "Endymion": 

A thing of beauty is a joy forever: 
Its loveliness increases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness; but still will keep 
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep 
Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breath 

ing.l 

He seems to share with Wordsworth the belief that what 

we have seen remains with us to give us joy in future days. 

In the poem, "Sleep and Poetry", Keats defines poetry: 

"A drainless shower 

Of light is poesy; •tis the supreme of power; 

'Tis might, half slumb'ring on her own right arm." 

He declares that the end of poetTy is: 

"That it should be a friend 

To sooth the cares and lift the thoughts of man." 3 

Keats,too, seems to feel that Nature reveals God. She 

causes the heart of man to ~ejoice and express praise to the 

"Framer of all things", when he beholds her beauty: 

•.No one the glorious sun has seen, 

And all the clouds, and felt his bosom clean 

For his great Maker's presence, but must know 

What 'tis I mean, and feel hie being glow.• 4 

1Endymion, 1-5. 

211 s1eeJ;) and Poetry", 235-'7. 

3
~., 246-?. 

4ng., 42-5. 
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Even Wordsworth does not express his worship in the 

presence of Nature any more strongly, though Nature herself 

may have seemed more truly a part of God to him. 

Keats feels that the followers of the school of Pope 

could not perceive all the lovelines·s of the physical world 

about them. They were asleep to Beauty and ublasphemed the 

bright Lyrist to his face". 

Keats uses the metaphor very ext~nsively. He also ex

presses .his philosophy in the termnology of Nature, making 

distinctive use of her as a beautiful vehicle. The follow

ing li.nes illustrate both of the·se phases of his style: 

Stop and consider! Life is but a day, 
A fragile dew-drop on its perilous way 
From a tree's summit; a poor Indian's sleep 
While his boat hastens to the monstrous steep 
Of Yontmorence; Why so sad a moan? 
Life is the rose's hope, while yet· unblown; 

A pigeon tumbling in clear summer air, 
A laughing school-boy, free from grief and care, 
Riding the leafy branches of an elm.l 

Some critics think that Keats has written no lovelier 

poem than •To Autumn•. The yellow tints of that period of 

the year are brought out. The sun and the season are repre

sented as conspiring to make a bounteous harvest. Sometimes 

Autumn broods lazily over the scene, and at other times 

seems to be the embodiment of industry in storing up the 

harvest for winter. This poem has its beauties too, in its 

1 
"Sleep and Poetry", 185-90; 193-5. 
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rich colors, the poet says, and in its evenings which cast a 

roseate light over all things. 

The sounds of Autumn are beauti-ful, also the mourning 

of the _gnats, the bleating of the lambs, the whistling of 

the robin, and the twittering of the swallows. 

Keats shows much sympathy with insects. Animals a.re 

mentioned, but not as often as they. The gnat, the cricket, 

the bee, the tiger-moth, with "deep damask'd wings", the 

fly, the "gloden butterfly, a little herald", the grass

hopper, all claim· their share of the poet's attention. 

Neither Wordsworth nor Shelley used as many insects as did . 
Keats. 

While the other Romanticists whom we have considered 

have written to the sky ar, Keats has celebrated the night

ingale. He voices his wish that he might drink a magic 

potion which would make him forget his grief, a thing which 

the beautiful singer has never experienced. Death has often 

seemed desirable, but never so much so as now at the mid

night hour when he hears the glorious bird. He wishes that 

it might sing his requiem. He addresses it with these mus

ings: 

Thou wast not born for death, immortal bird! 
No hungry generations tread thee down; 

The voice I hear this passing night was heard 
In ancient days by emperor and clown. 

Perhaps the self-same song that found a path 
Through · the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for 

home, 
She stood in tears amid the alien corn, 

The same that 'oft-times hath 
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Charmed magic casements, opening on the foam 
Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn.1 

Keats is spoken of as the poet of silence. He seems 

able to distill the very essence of quiet from a - scene. This 

quality · is especially pronounced in "I Stood Tiptoe Upon a 

Little Hill". He mentions the cool, still air, and the 

clouds sweetly sleeping "on the blue fields of heaven". He 

continues: 

"And then there crept 

A little noiseless nois-e among the lea-ves, 

Born of the very sigh that silence heaves.•2 

This extract is often mentioned as one of the most 

poetic -expressions of silence to be found in literature. 

Every word seems to be exactly fitting. He continues by 

saying that the water flows so quietly that "not the minutest 

whisper does it send 

To the o'erhanging sallows."3 

Keats seems to enJoy the immobility of the figure on 

the Grecian urn. He addresses it thus: 

"Thou still unravished bride of quietness, 

Thou foster child of silence and slow time.• 4 

He continues to express appreciation of silence in these 

words: 

1"0de to a Nightingale'', 61-70. 

2"1 -Stood Tiptoe upon a Little Hill", 10-12. 

3nis., 66-7. 

4" 
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"Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are 

aweeter.•1 

In "Hyperion"', Saturn is described as being •quiet as a 

stone" and "still as the silence round his laiT·". The air 

does not have as much motion ae would cause a light seed to 

float in summer. A fallen leaf remains just where it lies. 

"A stream went voiceless by", a quieter yet because of 

Saturn's shadow. 

Keats also uses sound effectively. The goddess, Thea, 

speaks to Saturn, 

•In solemn tenor and deep organ tone." 

She tells him that his thunder 

•Rumbles reluctant o'er our fallen house."2 

Sound is also used very effectively in "Isabella: or 

the Pot of Basil": 

"O Melancholy, turn thine eyes away! 

O Music, Music, breathe despondingly! 

O Echo, Echo, on some other day 

From isles Lethean sigh to us--0 sigh1"3 

Again we have, 

Moan hither, all ye syllable of woe, 
From the deep throat of sad Melpomene! 

Through bronzed lyre in· tragic order go, · 
And touch the strings into a mystery; 

Sound mournfully upon the winds and low; 
For simple Isabel is soon to be among the dead. 4 

1 "0de on a Grecian Urn", 11-12. 

2Hyperion, 48. 

:"Isabella: or the Pot of Basil'', 61; 1-4. 
""'Ibg., 66; 1-'1. 
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Keats employs colors skillfully. Sometimes they are 

rather deep, but he does not use them as vividly as does 

Coleridge. He has ma.de beautiful use of delicate tinting 

here: 

"Here are sweet peas, on tip-toe for a flight: 

With wings of gentle flush o'er delicate white.Ml 

Keats, the lover of sensation, also delights infra-

grance. He speaks of 

"WheTe the daisies are rose-scent·ed, 

And the rose herself has go~ 

Perfume which on earth is not."2 

He also mentions the fragrance of violets, lime blos

soms, and honey sweet with flowers. He refers to the •rain 

scented" eglantine. 

Keats mentions nearly all of the flowers. In some of 

his poems, we have the impression of profusion. He names 

blue-belle, marigolds, fox-gloves, roses, narcissi, poppies, 

eglant'ine, sweet peas, dandelions, daisies, violets, lilies, 

and others. He does not name as many trees as Wordsworth. 

Keats uses the Sun in description, occasionally, but is 

very fond of the Moon. He even writes his "Endymion• upon 

the wooing of Cynthia by her lover of that name. "Hyperion" 

refers to the Sun god. 

1 "I Stood Tip-toe upon a Little Hill", 58-9. 

2 "Ode on a Grecian Urn", 14-16. 
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Shairp, in his Poetical Interpretation of Natur£, says 

that Keats interprets natural phenomena not from moral, but 

from a naturalistic standpoint. He calls him a natural 

magician. He considers him to be truly inspired. He feels 

that hie imagination goes to the care of all that he seea. 

Every flower, every rill, every star, even the blue sky, is 

fresh and intense to Keats. One critic says of him: "His 

senses were exquisite; his nerves, electrica1.•1 

To his division discussing Keats, E. c. Blunden, in 

Nature in English Litera~, gives the title of •The Spiri 

Wooed•. · He delights in every aspect of Nature, giving rich 

full-blooded, accurate descriptions. Ruskin calls him a 

poet of "exquisite sincerityN. 

Keats was influenced by his love of Greek poetry and 

art. Keats did not feel the sympathy for humanity that 

Shelley did. He did not feel, as Wordsworth, that it was 

his mission to make poetry of the common place. He had not 

been influenced as the others by Rousseau and Godwin to urg 

a "back to Nature-• movement. He revels in Beauty as ex

pressed in Nature, and delights to reveal her in detail, as 

a painter might. 

Keats has more reserve than moat of his contemporaries 

He does not use his poems to reveal his inner feelings to 

hie readers. Hie art is not· a medium through which he 

pours out his woes. It is an avenue through which he ex-

1Auslander and Hill. Section on Keats. 
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presses the exquisiteness of what he sees, and thoroughly 

enjoys. 



CHAPTER IX 

BYRON 

From a study of Keats, we now turn to a consideration 

of Byron, a poet very unlike him, though one having enough 

Romantic characteristics thoroughly to be entitled to be 

classed with the same school. Although Byron is an individ

ual observer of Nature and shares with the other Romanti

cists much feeling for her, he greatly admires the finish 

and perfection of form of Pope. 

Byron, himself, was a peculiar personality, but not 

integrated into the society to which he naturally belonged. 

If ancestry ever predestined and doomed a man to unhappiness, 

it did this thing for Byron. His father was dubbed •Mad 

Jack", and his male ancestors in the paternal line had been 

more or less a law unto themselves conventionally for gener

ations. His mother was a neurasthenic who treated him with 

alternating indulgence and cruelty. He was born a cripple, 

a fact which was the source of constant hwniliation to him. 

He suffered much physical pain in efforts to have this 

blemish removed. 

A great change came into Byron's life while he was yet 

a boy. He inherited the title of lord, an honor which meant 

much to him. 

At an early age, he began to have entanglements with 

women. For a long time, hie brilliance and charm kept him 
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inunune from ostracism, and he enjoyed great popularity. At 

last, society turned its back upon him because of his escap

ades. He left his country, never to return. He reminds us 

of an unfortunate adolescent who had taken his stand on the 

wrong side, but would die rather than recant or admit that 

he has erred. Yet he suffered greatly from the disapproval 

of his countrymen. 

Just as this person was bold, daring, and free from 

conventional fetters, so his poetry is strong and impassion

ed. However, in most of it, we have the personality of 

Byron interpreted to us through Nature. Every thing that he 

saw either reminded him of his own woes and unhappiness, or 

helped him to express himself to us~ 

Stopford Brook, in his Naturalism in English Poetry, . 

expresses the opinion that Nature revea~e~ Byron to Byron; 

that he had no sense of a soul in Nature separate from his 

own. However, Georg Morris Cohen Brandes, in his section 

of Main Currents of the Nineteenth Century devoted to Eng

lish poets, declares that Byron's works are full of expres

sions of pantheism. Shelley and Wordsworth both influenced 

him. 

While Byron was writing Canto III of Child Harold• he 

made this entry in his journal: "The feeling with which 

all around Clarens and the opposite rocks of Meillerie is 

invested, is of a still higher and more comprehensive order 

than the mere sympathy with individual passion; it is a 
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senee of the existence of love in its most extended and sub

lime capacity, and of our participation of its universe, 

which is there more condensed, but not less manifested, and 

of which, though knowing ourselves a part-, we lose our in

dividuality, and mingle with the beauty of the whole. 11 

Byron, in his poetry, refutes the charge that he has no 

religion, and expresses the following creed: 

nuy altars are the mountains and the ocean, 

Earth, air, stars,--all that springs from the great 

Whole, 
1 Who hath produced and will receive the soul.• 

This extract might be taken from Wordsworth, as far as 

religious philosophy is concerned. 

Byron also voices a sense of companionship with Nature 

when he gives this characterization of Childe Harold: 

Where rolled the ocean, therein was his home. 
The desert, forest, cavern, breaker's foam, 
Were unto him companionship; they spoke 
A mutual language clearer than the tome 
Of his land's tongue, which he would oft forsake, a 
For Nature's pages glossed by sunbeams on the lake. 

Byron even seems to feel as does Wordsworth, that Nature 

is an excellent teacher. Zoe, the companion of Haidee, in 

Don Juan, is described as spending her time, 

•In gaining all that useful sort of knowledge 

Which is acquired in Nature's good old college.•3 

1non Juan, Canto III, 104. 
2Childe Harold, Canto III, 13. 

3non Juan, Canto III, 136. 
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Byron, who lived the principle of Freedom by being a law 

unto himself, gives a strong apostrophe to her by drawing 

very striking figures of comparison between her and natural 

phenomena: 

Yet, Freedom? yet thy banner, torn, but flying, 
Streams like the thunderstorm against the wind. 
Thy trumpet voice, though broken now and dying, 
The loudest still the tempest leaves behind; 
Thy tree hath lost its blossoms, and the rind, 
Chopped by the axe, looks rough and little worth. 
But the sap lasts--and still the seed we find 
Sown deep upon the bosom of the North. 
So shall a better Spring less bitter fruit bring 

forth.I 

Byron refers often to color, but golden anu roseate hues 

are his favorites. The sunset tints appeal to him. He des

cribes a sunset as ·"rich", speaks of the "odorous purple of a 

new-born rose", the "lunar lightu, "yellow waves", gray, 

green, "red rain", black, and blue. 

The following extract expresses color, perfume, and 

sound: 

Where the flowers ever blossom, the beams ever shin; 
Where the light wings of Zephyr, oppress't with per 

fume, 
Wax faint o'er the gardens of Gul in her bloom, 
Where the citron and olive are fairest of fruit, 
And the voice of the nightingale never is mute; 
Where the tints of . the earth, and the hues of the 

sky, 
In color though varied, in beauty may vie,

2 And the purple of ocean is deepest in dye. 

Byron frequently mentions insects, birds, and animals. 

We find references to spiders, mice, falcon,, grasshoppers, 

1childe Harold, Canto III, 98. 
2"Bride of Abydos", 6-13. 
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bees, owls, glow worms, eagles, wolves, horses, snakes. 

locusts, and hounds. 

He uses the rose often. It .is apparently his favorite. 

The lily is referred to a time or two. He do'es not make as 

much of flowers as Keats, Shelley, or Wordsworth. 

Byron enjoys loud noises, although he occasionally 

gives an impression of hushed and subdued sounds. He speak 

of wishing that he were: 

"The viewless spirit of a lovely sound, 

A living voice, a breathless harmony, 

·A bodiless enjoyment. 111 

His use of louder sounds is illustrated in this beauti 

ful passage: 

Far along 
From peak to peak the rattling crop among 
Leaps the live thunder! Not from one lone cloud, 
But every mountain now hath found a tongue, 
And Jura answers, through her misty shroud, 
Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud!2 

This last passage refers to the mountains of which 

Byron is very fond. He speaks of the Alps again as pin

nacling their "snowy scalps" in the clouds, and throning 

Eternity "in icy halls of cold sublimity". He explains 

that they uplift and enlarge the soul, yet appall it with 

their lofty summits, showing how "earth may pierce to 

1uanfred, Act I, Scene II, 52-5. 

2Childe Harold, Canto II, 92. 
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heaven" ·. He calls them "matchless heights". He also says 

that "high mountains are a feeling" to him. 

The following stanza reveals his attitude toward the 

ocean: 

And I have loved thee, Ocean! and my joy 
Of youthful sports was on thy breast to · be 
Borne like thy bubbles, onward! from a boy 
I wantoned with thy breakers, they with me 
Were a delight; and if the freshening sea · 
Made them a terror--'twas a pleasing fear. 
For I was as it were a child- of thee 
And trusted to thy billows far and near, 

1 And laid my hand upon thy mane--as I do here. 

Byron seems · to -delight in Nature's solitudes, and to 

feel that he·, an' outcast, belongs among them. He often · re- 

fers to deserts, -o~ lonely mountain -scenes. He says there is 

pleasure in "pathless WO'Ods", and ·"rapture on the lonely 

shore" or by the seaside where he has interviews with Nature, 

whom he loves more than man. 

Byron, like Keats, seems -fond of the Moon. He often 

expresses appreciation of her beauty. The stars are pleasing 

to him, also. Sometimes he Tefers to dimness and c·loud. 

Although Byron is accused of being more self-revealing 

than the other Romanticists, the question arises whether this 

is true, or whether it seems to be t~ne because Byron has a 

more unusual personality to reveal. Surely the experiences, 

aspirations, e.nd beli·efs of Wordsworth and Shelley pervade 

their works. 

---------------------------------------1 Childe Harold, Canto IV, 184. 
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Sometimes when Byron appears to be posing, we wonder 

if we are not glimpsing the man that might have been, and 

the ideal of what he believed a man ought to be. 

We feel that Byron believes, just as does Wordsworth, 

though probab1y with much less intensity, that he is a 

part of "the great Whole who hath produced, and will re

ceive the soul".l He is a great lover of freedom. He ad

mires the grand elements of Nature. He paints his pictures 

with bold, but beautiful strokes. He has not the simplici

ty of Wordsworth, the exquisiteness of Shelley or the poeti 

sensuousness of Keats; but he has a charm of his own, be

cause he sees and hears accurately, and is most truly 

himself. 

1 Don Juan, Canto III, 104. 



CHAP~ X 

CONCLUSION 

In· our introduction, it was pointed out that one of 

the chief differences in the Nature treatment of Homer• 

Vergil and Horace, Classicists, and that of the Romanti

cists, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, and Byron. 

was due to a changed conception of divinity. The authro

pomorphic gods of Homer's day were not omnipresent. Their 

sole purpose was not to provide for the creatures of their 

handiwork. Men often suffered, they believed, because of 

jealousy and ill will among the gods. 

It has been pointed out that Homer did not seem to 

feel any loving Father manifested in the phenomena of 
. ~ 

Nature ••• Athene was the friend of Ulyasess; however, Poseido~ 

was his enemy, who caused him to spend many weary years as a 

wanderer, striving vainly to reach his native land. Also, 

the Greek character, and the Greek's conception of poetic 

and other forms of art, forbade extensive use of natural 

phenomena as vehicles for expression of emotion. 

The type of production, too, the epic, precludes pro

lific references to Nature. These could easily distract 

attention from the center of interest, the story. In the 

lyric, a favorite type of poetry employed by the .Romanti

cists, the extensive use of Nature is entirely fitting. 

We felt that the Greek poet used Nature merely as a 

setting, describing briefly the natural phenomena employed. 
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He made extensive use of the short simile, which comp_ared 

some act, scene, or character -trai t with phases o·f Nature. 

The use of Nature in the works of the Roman ·poet-a, 

Horace and Vergil, advanced greatly. They use her phenomen 

to adorn and embellish their works. These ph·enomena often 

foreshadow events, display the wrath or pleasure of the 

gods, an'd provide an atmospher·e to reveal by correeponde·n-c~ 

or contrast the mood of the characters. These poets refer 

to birds, insects, animals, flowers, mead·ows, mountains; 

rivers, · sun, moon, and· clouds, just as did the Romantic·ists 

In some of his Eclogues, Ve-rgil makes as extensive use of 

flowers as does Keats. 

However, the Roman poets did not express that ·sym:pathy 

between man and Nature which we find in these later wri t -ers 

· They do not conceive of her as an expressi·on of a Father ·1 s 

love, or have a sense of communion with her. But they do 

have an a:ppreciation of her beauties and wholesomeness; · and 

express over and over the sentiment that man is at his best 

and happiest living a simple life in natural eurToundings. 

In both the sixth book of the Aeneid and in the fourth 

Georgie, Vergil expresses his belief that all living things 

are a ~art of a Whole from whence they have a beginning, 

and whither they ultimately return. Vergil conceives of 

this Source of Creation, but does not feel a deep sense of 

communion and companionship with it. 

When we come down to Wordsworth, we find a man whose 
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conception of God, the great Whole, is that of a loving 

Father, personally interested in even the smallest phenomena 

of his creation. Wordsworth looks upon Nature as a revela

tion of a o&6d who is, through her, Teacher, Nurse, Guardian, 

Companion, Comforter, Provider, Joy and Inspiration to man. 

If hum~ity in general does not appreciate God as such a 

character, it is because of its shutting him out by removing 

itself from his means of revelation, Nature. Man's sins and 

sorrows are due to barriers which he has raised between him

self and this source of communion. 

Wordsworth adds a strong element of feeling and a sense 

of emotion to his .treatment of natural phenomena. He is 

chiefly a lyrist using phases of Nature for his main theme, 

not the acts of man. 

In Shelley, we find Wordsworth's conception carried 

much further, and out of the realms of the ordinary natural 

world. He goes into the Beyond to find his unattainable 

ideals of Love~ Perfection, and Beauty. These are expressed 

through a most exquisite use of· natural phenomena suffused 

and surcharged with emotion. There is a very great gap be

tween Homer and Shelley. There is a great difference be

tween Vergil and Shelley. 

Coleridge makes an intense use of Nature to carry on 

hie stories, at times, as in~ Ancient Mariner. In others 

as in "Christabel .. , just enough is employed to give an at

mosphere. Nature meant much to Coleridge, but she was not 
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the consuming passion which she was to Wordsworth. Vergil 

and Coleridge have much in common, as natural phenomena fore

shadow outcomes in the works of both, but Coleridge confines 

himself much more to them as media of expression. Coleridge 

and Homer would have little in common, except that they both 

make Nature seem real. 

Keats admired Homer greatly. He showed more of Greek 

restraint, never letting his emotions run away with him. He 

did not expose his inner f~elings to the world. He loved 

art for its own sake. His conception of it was that "Beauty 

is Truth, ~ruth Beauty". Vergil did not entertain such a 

conception as this. In the Eclogues, however, he seems to 

revel in the beautiful flowers just as Keats does. 

There is little similarity in the treatment of Nature 

by Byron and Homer. Both love the sea, but there is not muc 

else in common between them. In describing stormy seas, 

Vergil and Byron are somewhat alike. Vergil, however, bring 

in divinities, often, as the instruments of his storms. In 

Byron's treatment, we feel that he rejoices in Nature's tur

moil because it corresponds with that in his own breast. 

Neither Vergil nor Homer would use Nature, as does Byron, to 

express his own woes to the world. 

In summing up, we feel that one of the chief difference 

in the Nature treatment of the true Classicists of old and 

the Romanticists of the early nineteenth century is due to a 

change in the conception of God. We realize, of course, 
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that the Romantic movement was immediately due to a revolt 

from the school of philosophers who considered reason as a 

sufficient explanation for everything, a deep interest in 

man's struggle for political liberty, advancement of sci

ence, and many other factors. But we feel, after all, that 

if Homer, Horace, and Vergil had had the same idea of God. 

which the Romanticists held, the resemblance in the treat

ment of Nature between them and the Romanticists would have 

been much greater than it is. 
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